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Magmatism plays an important role in crustal growth during continental collision and occurs through all collisional stages.
Collisional orogens are characterized by variable magmatism in terms of volume, composition, spatial extent and temporal
distribution of magmas during different stages of continent-continent collision. In some orogens of the Mediterranean
domain (e.g. Apennines, Betic - Rif, Carpathians, Dinarides) magmatism migrates towards the foreland following the retreat
of the subducting slab. This magmatism migration is commonly accompanied by chemical diversity of igneous rocks across
the orogen from more mafic to more felsic rocks. The tectonic processes driving a magmatic variability observed in the
collisional orogens along Mediterranean domain are not fully understood and are difficult to quantify by field observations or
geochemical techniques. Therefore, we used a series of 2-D magmatic-thermomechanical numerical experiments to study
the link between tectonic processes and magmatism in such systems.
Our numerical modelling results demonstrate that the rheological structure and compositional layering of the crust impose a
key control on the distribution of magmatic rocks within the collisional orogen. Results indicate that the indentation of the
overriding plate`s lower crust into the orogenic wedge can explain the migration pattern of deformational and magmatic
fronts in Mediterranean-style continental collision. Furthermore, the modelling shows a gradual change in magma source
compositions with time from dominantly mafic to felsic. This is explained as a response to certain lithospheric-scale
processes, i.e. like relamination, slab detachment and eduction that followed subduction of oceanic and continental
lithosphere along the colliding margins. Finally, modelling results lead to a new model for the lithospheric scale processes
driving the magmatic pulses in the Dinarides Mountains, one of the orogens in the Mediterranean domain.
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1.2
3D thermomechanical modeling of the Wilson Cycle: Structural
inheritance of alternating subduction polarity
Stephane Beaussier1, Taras Gerya2, Jean-Pierre Burg1
Geological Institute, ETH Zurich, Sonneggstrasse 5, CH-8092 Zurich
(stephane.beaussier@erdw.ethz.ch,jean-pierre.burg@erdw.ethz.ch)
2
Institute of Geophysics, ETH Zurich, Sonneggstrasse 5, CH-8092 Zurich (taras.gerya@erdw.ethz.ch

1

Alternating subduction polarity along suture zones has been documented in several orogenic systems. Yet, the mechanisms
leading to this geometric inversion and the subsequent interplay between the contra-dipping slabs have been little studied.
To explore such mechanisms, 3D numerical modelling of the Wilson Cycle was conducted from continental rifting, breakup
and oceanic spreading to convergence and self-consistent subduction initiation.
In the resulting models, near-ridge subduction initiating with the formation of contra-dipping slab segments is an intrinsically
3D process controlled by earlier convergence-induced ridge swelling. The width of the slab segments is delimited by
transform faults inherited from the rifting and ocean floor spreading stages. The models show that the number of contradipping slab segments depends mainly on the size of the oceanic basin, the asymmetry of the ridge and variations in
kinematic inversion from divergence to convergence. Convergence velocity has been identified as a second order
parameter. The geometry of the linking zone between contra-dipping slab segments varies between two end-members
governed by the lateral coupling between the adjacent slab segments: (1) Coupled slabs generate wide, arcuate linking
zones holding two-sided subduction (2) Decoupled slabs generate narrow transform fault zones against which one-sided,
contra-dipping slabs abuts.
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Shear experiments for the Calcite-Aragonite system were performed in a (Griggs-Type) solid medium deformation
apparatus at 600°C. The confining pressure (σ3) was maintained 0.1 – 0.2GPa below the Calcite-Aragonite transition which
occurs at 1.47GPa. The first principal stress (σ1) reached 1.55 – 1.8GPa, depending on the sample strength. Thus the bulk
sample pressure, approximated by P2D = (σ1 + σ3)/2 or P3D = (σ1 + 2*σ3)/3 was closely varying around the transition
pressure.
Raman spectroscopic data show a strong, systematic heterogeneity in the distribution of the phase transformation in the
shear plane (σ1-σ3 plane). Light microscopy reveals heterogeneous, strain and grain-size distribution. The phase transition
is complete at the center and thinned parts of the experimental shear zone, while regions close to the corners of the pistons
confining the shear and around those show minor transformation. This is interpreted as being a result of stress, strain and
pressure variations within the shear zone.
To further investigate different mechanisms contributing to the phase transition, the local distribution of first order
parameters as pressure, stress and strain in the experiment must be understood. To achieve this, numerical modelling
based on a finite difference code in Matlab is used. The modelling results are then compared to experiments, analyzed in
the σ1-σ3 and the σ1-σ2 plane.
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1.4
Jurassic and Cretaceous geodynamic environments of ore formation
along the Tethyan belt: New insights from the structural context along
the Somkheto-Karabagh mountain belt, Armenia and Georgia
Marc Hässig1, Onise Enukidze2, Ghazar Galoyan3, Nino Popkhadze4, Robert Moritz1
Department of Earth Sciences, University of Geneva, Rue des Maraîchers 13, 1205 Geneva, Switzerland
(marc.haessig@unige.ch)
2
M. Nodia Institute of Geophysics, I. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Georgia
3
Institute of Geological Sciences, National Academy of Sciences of Armenia, 24a Baghramian Avenue, Yerevan 375019,
Armenia
4
Al. Jalenidze Institute of Geology, I. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Georgia
1

The Somkheto-Karabagh mountain belt marks the southern margin of Eurasia in the Lesser Caucasus. Bordering it to the
South, ophiolites mark the limit between Eurasia and the Gondwanian derived South Armenian Block on which they have
been thrusted. This volcanic arc was formed along the Southern Eurasian margin during closure of the Tethyan oceanic
domain. Arc construction lasted from at least the Mesozoic to the very beginning of Cenozoic times due to North-dipping
subduction of Palaeotethys followed by Northern Neotethys until collision between the Eurasian and the South Armenian
Blocks. Ore formation along the Lesser Caucasus can be assigned to two different evolution stages: (1) Mesozoic arc
construction and evolution along the Eurasian margin, and (2) Cenozoic magmatism and tectonics controlled by structures
inherited from Late Cretaceous-Paleogene accretion boundaries along the Eurasian margin. Investigations of the Bolnisi
district in Georgia and the Alaverdi district in Armenia along a NS-oriented section across the arc (Figure 1) bring new
insight to its structural evolution as well as that of the associated back-arc basin between the Loki and Khrami massifs in
relation to the magmatic activity responsible for the deposits found today.
In Armenia, N- to S-oriented debris flows and general E-W-striking syn-depositional normal faults covered by Late Jursassic
and younger rocks support N-S extension during Early to Middle Jurassic times. The Alaverdi district features magmatichydrothermal systems along with volcanic and sedimentary rock-types which evidence a subaqueous environment during
the Middle Jurassic. Intrusive activity is also evidenced during these times. Near the Teghout deposit, also in the Alaverdi
district, metamorphic rock foliation argues for post-Middle Jurassic N-S transpressive deformation of early Middle Jurassic
tonalite. The Teghout deposit is a Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous porphyry Cu deposit.
In Georgia, new observations have identified a transgressive contact of Late on Early Cretaceous rock sequences. In
addition, angular unconformities between successive stages of the Late Cretaceous have been recognised evidenced by
variations of dip direction and/or angle. Locally, small grabens and Gilbert delta systems within the Late Cretaceous argue
for an extensional context at that time. The Bolnisi district consist essentially of epithermal systems, and possibly one
transitional system previously interpreted as VMS-epithermal. These are the last metallogenic events associated with
subduction of the northern branch of the Neotethys before accretion of the South Armenian block with the Eurasian margin
during Early Maastrichtian (~73-71 Ma).
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Figure 1. A, tectonic map of the Middle East–Caucasus area, showing the main blocks and suture zones after Avagyan et al. (2005),
modified. Position of map B is indicated. B, simplified geologic map of the Bolnisi and Alaverdi mining district, after Moritz et al. (2016),
modified.
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The Rise of the Aar Massif by Subvertical Large-Scale Block Extrusion
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The Aar Massif belongs to the External Cristalline Massifs of the Alps and three end member models have been proposed
for its exhumation: (i) formation of an antiformal nappe stack of upper crustal rocks; (ii) a crustal-scale buckling with massifinternal shortening or (iii) the formation of a pop-up structure because of north- and south-directed thrusts at both ends of
the massif (e.g. Burkhard 1999, Choukroune and Gapais, 1983). These models can only in part explain the observed
structo-metamorphic evidences which are: (i) A pervasive dissection of the Aar Massif by ta large number of steep massifparallel reverse/normal faults (Steck 1968; Challandes et al. 2008, Rolland et al. 2009; Handegg phase). (ii) The
overprinting of these fault patterns by north directed thrusts in the North (e.g. Labhart 1966; Pfaffenchopf phase) and
simultaneous dextral strike-slip reactivation of Handegg faults in the South (Rolland et al. 2009, Oberaar phase). (ii) An
increase in metamorphic grade from North to South, which is steep in the North but becomes shallower in the South.
Moreover, seismic tomography reveals a positive and negative mass anomaly underneath the Aar Massif and the Gotthard
nappe, respectively, suggesting lower crustal rocks and upper crustal rocks at shallower and deeper positions compared to
an undeformed continental crust.
The combination of these observations lead us to a new geodynamic model for the exhumation of the Aar Massif. At a late
stage of Alpine collision, slab rollback of the European lithospheric mantle, results in delamination in the lower crust. The
missing slab pull forces in combination of buoyancy of mid- to upper crustal blocks lead to a steep rise of crustal block
(vertical tectonics). This rise is accommodated along the steep reverse faults (Handegg phase, 22-17 Ma), which evolve
and propagate from S to N being in charge for todays metamorphic gradient. Ongoing delamination in the lower crust and
its buoyancy-driven piling up generates the excess of lower crust underneath the study area as manifest by the lower
crustal thickening. In additon to the vertical component a weak compressional plate convergence component still persisted,
as manifest by the structures of the Oberaar and Pfaffenchopf phase (<12 Ma). The associated strain partitionning between
the northern and southern part of the Aar massif resulted in a further horizontal shortening and tectonic uplift component of
several kilometers. It is this long lasting deformation history in combination with surface erosion, which resulted in the
today’s shape of the North Alpine front.
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The Pontarlier Fault system in the western swiss alpine foreland extends from the Jura fold-and-thrust belt into the Molasse
Basin. We present here a new structural map of the whole Pontarlier Fault system compiled from french and swiss
geological maps, digital elevation models and original field data. The map comprises lithological information, thrust fault
traces and steep faults, as well as fold axial traces obtained from structural contours based on bedding dip data. In the
Molasse Basin part, we further can rely on interpretation from oil exploration seismic data.
The fault system is made of one major N-S oriented fault string with splays and transpressional lenses and is associated
with NW-SE oriented conjugate faults such as the La Sarraz-Mormont; Treycovagnes or La Lance fault systems. The
Pontarlier Fault zone shows sinistral offset in the km range and its meridional segment, south of the Dent de Vaulion, is
offset to the W by a few km. The conjugate NW-SE oriented faults show a dextral movement, and we can observe a
kinematic link between the development of the regional folds such as the Mormont anticline and these dextral strike-slip
faults. The corner zones of the “intersection” of the conjugate fault systems are characterized by top to the NW directed
thrusts and associated folds. These faults become less prominent towards the North. Here, curved fold axis and thrust
planes can be associated with diffuse shear zones of similar orientation and kinematics as the discrete fault systems.
To the North the Pontarlier Fault zone terminates at the meridional edge of the Plateau d’Ornans near St. Gorgon, where
the Faisceau Salinois and the Haute Chaîne Jura join. The fault zone grades into thrust faults and into a more diffuse
system of NNE-SSW oriented, large vertical faults. Based on their orientation they can be seen as related to the Rhine
Graben structure.
The Pontarlier fault system thus connects/separates different structural domains with distinct fault and fold patterns. The
fault system is probably an inherited paleotectonic structure that has subsequently been reactivated (thus faults and folds E
and W of the fault zone need not correlate). Based on recent data it appears that the Pontarlier Fault zone and the
conjugate fault systems are “youngest” along their southern segment. Different scenarii and prior reference studies will be
discussed.
Detailed analysis of the paleostress and the fault architecture along the La Sarraz-Mormont fault system reveals the
complexity of these fault systems. The development of a multi-hierarchical Riedel system leads to important regional and
local changes in the stress field orientation with differences of more than 90°, as opposed to a temporal superposition of
successive tectonic events (“phases”) with distinct regional stress orientations*. Thus locally the paleostress orientation
from fault and striation data and the stress orientation obtained from borehole modelling show compression parallel to the
La Sarraz Fault system.

*The polyphase interpretation based on orientation of local stress tensors only, is strongly dependent on the measured
stress indicators and their position in a possible fault hierarchy.
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1.7
Analytical two-wedge corner flow model for tectonic nappe evolution in
collisional orogens
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Many collisional orogens are made of tectonic nappes and are characterized by doubly-vergent wedge kinematics, but the
mechanical conditions for nappe evolution remain contentious. The Western Alps are a prominent example of such orogens
and their kinematic evolution is described by two main phases: 1) nappe formation by top-to-foreland shearing with
extrusion and 2) subsequent backfolding of the ordered nappe stack. However, the mechanical conditions for nappe
formation and for the subsequent switch to backfolding are still unclear. Here we apply a new analytical corner-flow model
exhibiting two wedges of different viscosity, and show that nappe formation by forced return flow in the lower wedge, with
acute angle, requires an upper wedge with a viscosity that is at least three orders of magnitude larger. In contrast, the
switch to backfolding only takes place when the viscosity ratio between the two wedges decreases to approximately one.
The exhumation path and corresponding velocities for nappe formation and backfolding, which are based on geological
data for the prominent Monte Rosa nappe in the Western Alps, are reproduced by our model suggesting that nappe
formation took place by forced flow and not by buoyancy-driven flow. We show that during nappe formation collisional
orogens are mechanically characterised by two tectonic wedges with significantly different strength whereas during
subsequent backfolding the orogens are characterised by essentially one wedge. Our two-wedge model elaborates the
doubly-vergent wedge model and allows investigating a much wider variety of nappe geometries.
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Destructive earthquakes history of western Anatolia during the last 15 ka
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Investigation of seismic behavior of faults in regional scale is an essential key in order to improve our estimation on the
timing and magnitude of future destructive earthquakes. Well-preserved fault scarps, basically include the most direct
evidence of paleoearthquakes. Using fault scarp dating with cosmogenic 36Cl, the age and vertical component of slip of past
ruptures are recoverable prior to and within the seismic archives. An appropriate place to apply 36Cl dating is western
Anatolia, one of the most seismically active regions in the world, characterized by well-preserved normal faults.
In this study, we collected 584 samples from seven well-preserved fault surfaces within the Büyük Menderes Graben, Gediz
Graben and Gökova Graben (Fig. 1) in order to date the past ruptures, determine the vertical component of slips, evaluate
magnitude of potential earthquakes and estimate slip rates of the faults. We reconstructed at least 12 major seismic events
beyond the existing earthquake records. According to our results the oldest earthquake approximated to be occurred at ca.
15 ka. The seismic events mainly occurred as clustered earthquakes of 6.2 to 7.1 in magnitude with vertical component of
slips of ca. 0.6 to 3.5 m. The time correlation of the modeled seismic events in regional scale indicates that western
Anatolia experienced at least four periods of high seismic activity at ca. 2.0, 3.5, 6.0 and 8.0 ka. This earthquake return
period of approximately 2000 years is compatible with the time interval of earthquakes of several normal faults within the
extensional region of Aegean Sea. The increment of average vertical slip rates, from 0.1 to 1.9 mm/yr through time shows
that our century with records of many destructive earthquakes is the most seismically active period during Holocene time in
western Anatolia.

Figure 1. Simplified geological map of western Anatolia (modified after Akçar et al., 2012; Sümer et al., 2013). The yellow stars show
locations of the sampling sites in Priene-Sazlı, Yavansu and Kalafat faults within Büyük Menderes Graben, Ören Fault in Gökova Graben,
Mugırtepe Fault (Akçar et al., 2012), Manastır Fault (Tikhomirov, 2014) and Rahmiye Fault within Gediz Graben.
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Tectonic exhumation of isothermal planes: RSCM thermometry data
record intense retrograde deformation in the Aar massif
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The thermo-kinematic evolution of the eastern Aar massif (Switzerland) is investigated through peak metamorphic
temperatures, quantified on 60 metasedimentary samples, using thermometry based on Raman spectroscopy on
carbonaceous material (RSCM). Estimated temperatures, reached during Oligocene/Miocene metamorphism, range from
<250°C in the north to 375-500°C south of the Aar massif and are presented along four massif-perpendicular transects. The
average horizontal thermal field gradient gradually rises from 6°C/km along the easternmost transect to 15°C/km in the
westernmost transect. Very steep horizontal gradients of more than 30°C/km are locally observed at the massif front, local
minima in the vicinity of the southern Aar massif boundary.
Inferred isothermal planes strike approximately parallel to the Aar massif and were, assuming sub-horizontal isotherms at
peak temperature, exhumed and rotated to a near-vertical present-day position, especially at the massif front. Generally
increasing peak temperatures from east to centre are consistent with the easterly axial dip of the eastern Aar massif. The
pronounced temperature step situated at the massif front coincides with field observations of steep to vertical shear zones
and with intense deformation and steepening reported at the basement cover contact. This indicates that substantial
amounts of basement shortening and related thickening have occurred near or after the thermal peak, making the peak
temperature envelope a potential tracer for retrograde deformation and/or exhumation. Our data are in good agreement
with kinematic observations all along the Aar massif basement indicating Neogene exhumation, with deformation being
mainly concentrated along the massif front.
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1.10
Impact of flow law and viscosity ratio on finite strain evolution during
buoyancy-driven exhumation with application to the Monte Rosa nappe
Joshua Vaughan-Hammon1, Cindy Luisier1, Lukas Baumgartner1, Stefan Schmalholz1
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Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the exhumation of (ultra)high-pressure, (U)HP, tectonic units, such as
(i) synconvergent return flow within a subduction channel, (ii) lithospheric extension associated with slab rollback, and (iii)
buoyancy-driven flow such as crustal delamination or trans-mantle diapirs. We study here with simple 2D numerical
simulations the finite strain evolution in and around tectonic units which exhume due to buoyancy-driven flow. We quantify
the impact of the flow law and the viscosity ratio between exhuming unit and surrounding material on the finite strain
evolution. One aim of the models is to eventually use the observed finite strain pattern in and around exhumed (U)HP units
to assess the viscosities and flow laws of the exhumed units.
Buoyancy-driven flow has been suggested as exhumation mechanism for the Monte Rosa nappe which is a major HP
tectonic unit in the Western Alps. However, the tectono-metamorphic evolution during exhumation still remains ambiguous.
One reason for this ambiguity is that the published estimates of peak metamorphic pressure and temperature vary
significantly, namely between 1.2 - 2.7 GPa and 490 - 650 oC, respectively. Furthermore, field observations of the Monte
Rosa basement complex show remarkable differences in deformation intensity between (i) relatively undeformed granite
with essentially undisturbed igneous textures, (ii) variably deformed HP ‘whiteschist’ lenses, and (iii) highly deformed
metapelites. These differences in deformation intensity are likely related to differences in mechanical strength and, hence,
provide a unique setting to estimate strength differences within the Monte Rosa nappe.
We apply 2D numerical simulations to the Monte Rosa nappe assuming exhumation by buoyancy-driven flow. Assuming
further that the Monte Rosa peak and retrogressive pressures relate to lithostatic pressure, it is possible to estimate an
exhumation velocity using age estimates for the respective pressures. This estimate provides an exhumation velocity of
approximately 1 to 2 cm/yr. Using this velocity to solve Stokes’ law for a rising sphere enables a first-order viscosity
estimate for the lithology surrounding the Monte Rosa nappe during its buoyant rise, which is in the order of 1020 Pas.
Implementing this viscosity within the 2D numerical finite difference model for the buoyant rise of an ellipse, mimicking the
granitic Monte Rosa unit, can provide viscosity estimates for the Monte Rosa unit by requiring that the unit does not deform
significantly during its rise. Both linear and non-linear creep flow laws are applied together with reasonable model
conditions at high numerical resolutions of 1000 x 2000 (for linear viscosity) and 600 x 1200 (for power-law viscosity)
numerical grid points. Viscosity estimates resulting from the 2D modelling are compared with estimates from laboratoryderived flow laws for granite, quartz and feldspar.
This study aims to evaluate effective viscosity variations within the Monte Rosa nappe by combining structural field
observations with 2D numerical modelling and experimentally derived flow laws. A future aim of this research is to evaluate
whether different observed metamorphic conditions within the Monte Rosa nappe could be linked to different deformation
intensities and, hence, stress and strength variations within the nappe.
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Early Paleozoic orthogneisses in the Alps: products of a periGondwanan peraluminous arc system
Roger Zurbriggen
Feldmatt 10, CH-6206 Neuenkirch (roger-zurbriggen@bluewin.ch)

Early Paleozoic (mainly Ordovician) orthogneisses and associated migmatites are widespread in pre-Mesozoic basement
units of the Alps. They belong to a peri-Gondwanan arc system of a global scale with an approximate length of 20’000 km
(Fig. 1). The European part of it was recently referred as Cenerian belt (Zurbriggen 2017).

Figure 1. Early Paleozoic plate tectonics were characterized by a cricum-Gondwanan system of subduction zones, which were fed by
extraordinary large amounts of Pan-african detritus. This led to the formation of fast growing subduction-accretion complexes, which
cratonized during peraluminous arc magmatism. (Drawn after Gray et al., 2008).

The main characteristic of this magmatism was its peraluminosity. A majortity of the orthogneisses are peraluminous lowtemperature S- and I-type metagranitoids. Whereas S-types metagranitoids and the associated migmatites clearly point to
the anatexis of metasediments (green field in Fig. 2), low-temperature I-type metagranitoids can be explained by the mixing
of thermally and rheologically compatible granitic magmas from both sources, sediments and mantle. Only a few of the
orthogneisses are metaluminous high-temperature I-type metagranitoids generated by fractionation from mantle derived
melts.
The paper discusses the different magmatic processes (sources of heat and materials) of the orthogneisses (i) on the base
of their chemical trends in the Debon-Le Fort diagram, and (ii) in the context of the tectonic setting of cratonizing
subduction-accretion complexes at the periphery of Gondwana.
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Figure 2. Granite discrimination diagram after Debon and Le Fort (1988). Data from early Paleozoic orthogneisses and metavolcanics are
taken from Zurbriggen (2015) and references therein. SlowT, IlowT and IhighT refer to low-temperature (strongly) peraluminous S- and I-type
granitoids, and metaluminous high-temperature I-type granitoids, respectively (Chappell et al. 2004).
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Effects of sedimentation on rift basin and transfer zone evolution:
insights from 4D analogue models
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During the early evolution of rift systems, individual rift segments often develop along pre-existing, non-continuous and
laterally offset crustal weaknesses. As extension progresses, these initial rift segments must establish linkage in order to
develop a continuous rift system that might eventually lead to continent break-up. Previous analogue and numerical
modelling efforts have demonstrated that rift interaction structures are influenced by structural inheritances, detachment
layers, magma bodies, rate and direction of extension, as well as distance between rift segments on rift interaction
structures (e.g. Allken et al., 2012; Zwaan & Schreurs, 2017). However, the effects of syn-tectonic sedimentation have been
largely ignored to date.
In this study we therefore assess how sedimentation influences rift segment and rift transfer zone evolution in orthogonal
and oblique extension settings, by means of brittle-ductile analogue models, analysed with 4D X-ray computed tomography
(XRCT or CT) methods and 3D digital volume correlation (DVC) techniques (Adam et al., 2013).
Our models show that syn-rift sedimentation does not significantly influence the large-scale evolution of rift and transfer
zone structures. Yet syn-rift sedimentation can strongly affect rift-internal structures: sedimentary loading reinforces the rift
wedge, decreasing rift wedge faulting and increases subsidence within the rift basin (Fig. 1a, b). These effects are strongest
in areas where most accommodation space is available, that is, along the main rift segments. In contrast, rift segments that
undergo high degrees of oblique extension develop less accommodation space and are significantly less influenced by
sedimentary loading. Rift interaction structures are least affected by sediment influx, as they experience relatively low
amounts of subsidence so that little accommodation space is available.
Our conclusions are valid for the early stages of rift development, when a high sediment influx could delay continental
break-up, as other processes are likely to become dominant during later stages of continental extension. Finally DVC
analysis of CT data proves to be a powerful tool to extract and fully quantify 3D internal model deformation in great detail
and could be useful for comparing and calibrating analogue and numerical models (Fig. 1c).
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Figure 1. Use of CT-scanning (a, b) and DVC techniques (c) for model analysis.
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StagBL: A Scalable, Portable, High-Performance Discretization and
Solver Layer for Geodynamic Simulation
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1

StagBL is an open-source parallel solver and discretization library for geodynamic simulation,encapsulating and optimizing
operations essential to staggered-grid finite volume Stokes flow solvers.It provides a parallel staggered-grid abstraction with
a high-level interface in C and Fortran.
On top of this abstraction, tools are available to define boundary conditions and interact with particle systems.
Tools and examples to efficiently solve Stokes systems defined on the grid are provided in small (direct solver), medium
(simple preconditioners), and large (block factorization and multigrid) model regimes.
By working directly with leading application codes (StagYY, I3ELVIS, and LaMEM) and providing an API and examples to
integrate with others, StagBL aims to become a community tool supplying scalable, portable, reproducible performance
toward novel science in regional- and planet-scale geodynamics and planetary science.
By implementing kernels used by many research groups beneath a uniform abstraction layer, the library will enable
optimization for modern hardware, thus reducing community barriers to large- or extreme-scale parallel simulation on
modern architectures. In particular, the library will include CPU-, Manycore-, and GPU-optimized variants of matrix-free
operators and multigrid components.
The common layer provides a framework upon which to introduce innovative new tools. StagBL will leverage p4est to
provide distributed adaptive meshes, and incorporate a multigrid convergence analysis tool.
These options, in addition to a wealth of solver options provided by an interface to PETSc, will make the most modern
solution techniques available from a common interface. StagBL in turn provides a PETSc interface, DMStag, to its central
staggered grid abstraction.
We present the development version of StagBL, including preliminary integration with application codes and demonstrations
with its own demonstration application, StagBLDemo. Central to StagBL is the notion of an uninterrupted pipeline from toy/
teaching codes to high-performance, extreme-scale solves. StagBLDemo replicates the functionality of an advanced
MATLAB-style regional geodynamics code, thus providing users with a concrete procedure to exceed the performance and
scalability limitations of smaller-scale tools.
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Figure 1. StagBL Components
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Mantle Compositional Heterogeneity Arising From Magma Ocean
Crystallisation Followed by Long-Term Differentiation: Modelling From a
Molten Earth to the Present Day
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There is geochemical evidence both for primordial material and recycled material in the mantle. Large deep mantle
structures that are inferred to be chemically distinct, as well as small-scale heterogeneity distributed everywhere, may thus
be made of a mixture of differentiated materials that formed at different times, from an early magma ocean phase to
ongoing melting at the present day. Early solidification of a magma ocean may have left the mantle compositionally
stratified, while throughout Earth‘s history melting in the shallow mantle has produced crust, most of which was recycled
into the interior and some of which may have segregated above the core-mantle boundary, joining possible enriched
products from early differentiation, internal differentiation and basal magma ocean solidification to produce a Basal Melange
(BAM)[1].
We will present simulations of mantle evolution from a 100% molten state (magma ocean) to the present day. This allows
both early and long-term differentiation processes to be included in a self-consistent manner, using the simulation code
StagYY. Dynamics occuring in regions that are mostly solid are fully resolved, while turbulent convection in regions that are
mostly molten is parameterised by the use of an effective diffusivity. We investigate and characterize the evolution of a
magma ocean as a function of various uncertainties including the shape of the solidus/liquidus (controlling whether
crystallization starts in the middle or at the base), melt-solid density difference, fractional vs. batch crystallization, iron
partitioning, and early cooling rate. Solid-state convection probably onset before the magma ocean is completely
crystallized, making a strongly stratified mantle unlikely, but some early deep layering may have resulted. The core rapidly
cools to the rheological transition of the mantle, making a straightforward basal magma ocean difficult to maintain;
compositional differences due to iron partitioning are needed. Selected cases are run for subsequent billions of years
beyond the magma ocean stage to predict modern-day mantle structure, with a focus both on the deep mantle and
volumetric distribution of chemically distinct components.
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P 1.3
Influence of detachment faults on intra-oceanic subduction initiation: 3D
thermomechanical modeling
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Extensional detachment faults have been widely documented in slow-spreading ridges on Earth and due to their weakness
can effectively localize deformation. It has been proposed that these weak detachments provide ideal conditions for the
nucleation of a subduction zone parallel to the ridge axis when ridge-perpendicular compressional forces are applied, i.e. like
in the western Neotethys in Jurassic times (Maffione et al., 2015, figure 1). However, only 2D numerical models were carried
out to support this theory, whereas the geometry of detachment faults is intrinsically 3D. To explore the concept of intraoceanic subduction initiation along detachment faults, we conducted 3D numerical modelling experiments with the I3ELVIS
code (Gerya and Yuen, 2007) in order to investigate both the formation of detachment faults in slow oceanic spreading
systems and their response upon inversion from oceanic spreading to convergence.
According to the numerical experiments, the formation of detachment faults strongly depends on the magnitude of the healing
rate of faulted rocks in oceanic lithosphere. The detachment faults formed in our numerical models deviate from the simple
conceptual model of oceanic detachment faulting where fault footwalls are rotated, leading to the formation of oceanic core
complexes (Escartín et al., 2015). The controlling parameters for oceanic core complexes are not necessarily similar to those
for detachment faults, and the formation of detachment faults is therefore less strongly coupled with the formation of oceanic
core complexes than formerly proposed.
Upon compression, an asymmetric spreading pattern is prone to asymmetric inversion, where underthrusting of one oceanic
plate under the other occurs. The detachment faults localize extensive deformation, but the conceptual model for the direct
inversion of a single detachment fault into an incipient subduction zone has not been supported numerically. Our results show
instead a widespread interaction of multiple detachment faults when convergence is being applied. The nascent subduction
zone cuts through the base of several detachment faults, thereby forming an initial accretionary wedge in the incipient forearc.
Our results therefore call for further research on three-dimensional modelling of the interplay between detachment faults and
oceanic core complexes and on the initiation of a self-sustaining subduction zone adjacent to a pre-existing oceanic ridge.

Figure 1. The proposed evolutionary tectonic model of intra-oceanic subduction initiation at detachment faults, thought to have occurred in
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the western Neotethys in the Middle Jurrasic (a) (Ultra-)slow spreading ridge with detachment faults yielding local oceanic core complexes
(OCC’s) (b) Upon ridge-orthogonal compression, detachment faults localize deformation (c) Lateral propagation of underthrust resulting in
a extensive subduction zone (d) Reactivated paleo-spreading axis where magmatic activity generates SSZ-crust (from (Maffione et al.,
2015))
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Numerical modelling of lithospheric flexure at subduction zones: what
controls the generation of petit-spot volcanoes ?
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Petit-spot volcanoes were found fifteen years ago by Japanese researchers at the top of the subducting plate in front of
Japan (Hirano et al., 2006). This discovery is of great significance as it highlights the importance of tectonic processes for
the initiation of intraplate volcanism. The location of these small lava flows is unusual and seems to be related to the plate
flexure, which may facilitate the extraction of low degree melts from the base of the lithosphere. The presence of melts (0.1
to 2%) at the base of the lithosphere has been hypothesized previously to explain changes in electric and seismic
properties at 70-90 km depth, i.e. within the low velocity zone (LVZ) (Sifré et al., 2014).
A critical question is related to the process associated with the extraction of this low degree melts from the LVZ to produce
the petit-spot volcanoes observed at the surface. First models suggested that the extension associated to plate bending
allows large cracks to propagate across the lithosphere and could promote the extraction of low degree melts from the base
of the lithosphere (Hirano et al., 2006 & Yamamoto et al., 2014). However, the study of petit-spot mantle xenoliths from
Japan (Pilet et al., 2016) has demonstrated that low degree melts are not directly extracted to the surface but percolate,
interact and metasomatize the oceanic lithosphere.
In order to understand the melt extraction process in the region of plate bending, we performed 2D thermo-mechanical
numerical simulations of subduction based on the general plate geometry observed in Japan. The numerical model
considers viscoelastoplastic deformation, a combination of laboratory-derived flow laws (e.g. diffusion creep, dislocation
creep and Peierls creep) and heat transfer. The models are applied to quantify the distribution of stress, strain rate, and
viscosity in and around the flexed lithosphere since these quantities likely control the percolation of melt initially stocked at
the base of the lithosphere. Furthermore, we quantify the evolution of lateral variations of the gravitational potential energy
(GPE) during subduction to quantify the forces driving subduction.
Initial results show that plate flexure changes the distribution of the deformation mechanism in the flexure zone, between 40
km to 80 km depth. A change of the dominant deformation mechanism from diffusion creep to dislocation creep and from
there to Peierls creep was observed about 200 to 300 km away from the trench in the subducting lithospheric slab. These
changes are linked to the augmentation of the stresses in the flexure zone. At the base of the lithosphere diffusion creep is
observed as a thin layer (20 km), which becomes even smaller (10 km) as subduction progresses in favor of dislocation
creep. Further work will be necessary to prove whether or not the associated stress distribution is compatible with the
development of porosity waves, a critical process to extract melts in low porosity media.
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The concept of orogenic wedges has been applied to explain the geodynamic evolution of many orogens worldwide.
Recent numerical modelling studies have investigated orogenic wedge formation in a shortening lithosphere which was
initially homogeneous, that is, having initially a constant crustal thickness. However, many orogens, such as the Western
Alps, are characterised by the collision of hyper-extended passive margins which exhibited a significant variation of crustal
thickness from the onset of orogenic wedge formation. Also, the pre-Alpine Liguria-Piemonte basin likely lacked newly
formed oceanic crust and consisted mainly of inherited and impregnated subcontinental mantle exhumed to the seafloor
until embryonic ocean formation.
To study the impact of hyper-extended passive margins and exhumed subcontinental mantle on subsequent orogenic
wedge formation we perform 2D thermo-mechanical numerical simulations. We model first the formation of hyper-extended
passive margins with exhumed subcontinental mantle during lithospheric extension and then subsequently shorten the
evolved basin to model orogenic wedge formation. Hence, the starting configuration for orogenic wedge formation has been
modelled in a self-consistent way by a prior lithospheric extension phase. We quantify the impact of the thermal state and
the associated strength distribution of the exhumed subcontinental mantle by starting the compression of the extended
lithosphere after different durations of cooling. During cooling, the lithosphere is neither extended nor compressed. Lateral
variations of gravitational potential energy in the lithosphere are calculated to quantify the associated horizontal forces
during extension and the subsequent cooling period. The role of cooling of the exhumed subcontinental mantle for
subduction initiation is discussed. Furthermore, potential applications of the model results to the Western Alpine orogeny
are discussed.
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The nature and mechanisms of formation of extremely thinned continental crust (< 10 km) and lithosphere during rifting
remain debated. Observations from present-day and fossil continental passive margins document the heterogeneous nature
of the lithosphere characterized, among others, by lithological variations and structural inheritance. This contribution aims at
investigating the mechanisms of extreme lithospheric thinning by exploring in particular the role of initial heterogeneities by
coupling field observations from fossil passive margins and numerical models of lithospheric extension.
Two field examples from the Alpine Tethys margins outcropping in the Eastern Alps (E Switzerland and N Italy) and in the
Southern Alps (N Italy) were selected for their exceptional level of preservation of rift-related structures. This situation
enables us to characterize (1) the pre-rift architecture of the continental lithosphere, (2) the localization of rift-related
deformation in distinct portion of the lithosphere and (3) the interaction between initial heterogeneities of the lithosphere and
rift-related structures. In a second stage, these observations are integrated in high-resolution, two-dimensional thermomechanical models taking into account various patterns of initial mechanical heterogeneities.
Our results show the importance of initial pre-rift architecture of the continental lithosphere during rifting. Key roles are
given to high-angle and low-angle normal faults, anastomosing shear-zones and decoupling horizons. We propose that
during the first stages of thinning, deformation is strongly controlled by the complex pre-rift architecture of the lithosphere,
localized along major structures responsible for the lateral extrusion of mid to lower crustal levels. This extrusion juxtaposes
mechanically stronger levels in the hyper-thinned continental crust, being exhumed by subsequent low-angle normal faults.
Altogether, these results highlight the critical role of the extraction of mechanically strong layers of the lithosphere during
the extreme thinning of the continental lithosphere and allows to propose a new model for the formation of continental
passive margins.
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Localization of strain plays a major role during geodynamic processes, such as mountain building, and in particular during
the formation of shear zones on all geological scales. Strain localization in a homogenous material requires a softening
mechanism and we consider here thermal softening. Thermal softening is a result of the conversion of mechanical work into
heat (i.e. shear heating) and of the temperature dependence of rock viscosities. Previous studies have shown that thermal
softening can cause strain localization and the formation of large-offset shear zones in ductile materials whose deformation
behavior is described with creep flow laws (e.g. dislocation creep).
Systematic analysis of data resulting from one-dimensional (1D) numerical simulations of simple shear provides scaling
laws involving dimensionless parameters which can be used to predict the width of the shear zone and its temperature
evolution. The applied 1D simple shear model is made of a homogenous medium and the bulk shear deformation is
controlled by a constant, far-field shear velocity. The initial configuration exhibits a small thermal perturbation to nucleate
the localization. To show the general applicability of the scaling laws which have been derived from 1D simple shear models
we compare predictions of these scaling laws with results of 2D and 3D models of shear zone development under far-field
pure shear. The results of the 1D model are practically identical with the results of the more sophisticated 2D and 3D pure
shear models. The presented scaling laws are, hence, applicable to a wide range of shear zones caused by thermal
softening. Finally, we discuss applications of the scaling laws to a variety of natural shear zones and for laboratory-derived
dislocation creep flow laws for quartzite (representing upper crust), plagioclase (representing lower crust) and olivine
(representing mantle lithosphere).
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The Helvetic nappe system in Switzerland is generally described as fold and thrust belt. While the overall geology has been
studied in detail, the tectonic development and mechanical interconnection between overthrusting and folding is still not
fully understood. One important clue comes from the mechanical stratigraphy and the corresponding lateral transition from
overthrusting to folding, which is characteristic for the Helvetic nappe system.
To investigate the control of the lateral variation in the thickness of a weak detachment horizon on the transition between
overthrusting and folding during bulk shortening, we employ a three-dimensional numerical model with linear and non-linear
viscous rheology. The lateral thickness variation of the detachment horizon mimicks the lateral variation of the pre-Alpine
half-graben depth.
Our model configuration is based on published work based on 2D numerical simulations and consists of a stiff viscous
layer, with a pre-existing weak zone, resting within a weaker viscous matrix. The thickness of the stiff layer HL is constant at
1 km, the detachment horizon thickness HD ranges from 0.2 to 1 km and the total width and length of the model is 50 km.
The reference viscosity ratio µL/µM (for the same strain rate) between the layer and matrix is 100 and both units employ a
power-law stress exponent of n = 3. We consider several initial geometries whereby we vary the detachment horizon
thickness linearly or stepwise by introducing a flat-ramp geometry. Additionally, we also investigate the effect of shear zone
obliqueness on the overthrusting behavior.
To quantify the deformation we compute the finite strain tensor, which we utilize to calculate the strain magnitude and the
strain symmetry. The strain magnitude is expressed by the so-called Nadai strain εS and the strain symmetry is described
by the Lode’s ratio ν. Values for the Lode’s ratio indicate the mode of deformation: ν = -1 to 0 corresponds to a general
constriction, ν = 0 to pure plane strain and 0 < ν ≤ 1 to flattening. We connect both parameters by the usage of Hsudiagrams to illustrate the three-dimensional strain magnitude. For instance, Lode’s ratios from the rear and frontal limb of
the nappe remain close to 0, whereas values along the fold axis display modes of constriction and flattening for the same
bulk strain magnitude. Our results demonstrate that finite strain can deviate significantly from plane strain along the fold
axis and in the transition zone between folding and overthrusting, depending on the initial geometry.
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Transpression kinematic is a direct consequence of oblique convergence where velocity vectors are oblique to boundaries
between deforming crustal blocks. Transpression zones form from the simultaneous operation of two components (Frehner
2016; Nabavi et al. 2017a): (i) simple shearing parallel with the shear zone boundaries; and (ii) coaxial flow producing
shortening orthogonal to the shear zone and stretching parallel to it. Many natural transpression zones develop as the nonvertical zones, which may be termed “inclined transpression” (Nabavi et al. 2016, 2017b). The simple inclined transpression
of Jones et al. (2004) involves simultaneous pure shearing (coaxial deformation) and strike-slip and dip-slip simple shearing
resulting in triclinic flow.
The mechanical evolution of inclined transpression zones is investigated by a static 3D elasto-plastic mechanical model
solved with the finite-element (FE) method using the commercial FE-package ABAQUSTM. The model comprises three
blocks – an upper ‘active’ block (made up of three layers with different rheologies), which slides frictionally on top of a rigid
lower block with 5 km thickness. The lateral dimensions of the ‘active’ block are 75.5×50×9.5 km and two parallel primary
dipping faults (=70°) have a length of 50 km length. A regional oblique shortening of 16% (3 km shortening) is imposed at a
convergence angle of 25° (α=25°).
The imposed oblique convergence results in inclined transpression accommodated throughout the entire model (Fig. 1).
Oblique convergence is accommodated along mixed dextral-thrust faults, where the higher values of incremental shear
strain are recorded. The incremental boundary-normal shortening accommodated within the transpression zone is
compensated by differential uplift, such that the total thickness increases from 9.5 km in the undeformed stage to ~15 km
after the maximum shortening (16%) (Fig. 1a). The incremental shear strain pattern shows that maximum strain is
concentrated within the transpression zone and with the largest strain values along the oblique reverse faults (Fig. 1b,d). In
addition, results show high shear strain values located along the left boundary (fault 2) of the inclined transpression zone,
suggesting that this fault is more active than the right boundary (fault 1). In addition, there are different shear strain in
competent (high amount) and incompetent (low amounts) layers. The overall oblique displacement results in shortening and
associated up-dip extrusion, mainly produced at the frontal part of the oblique-reverse faults. Displacement vectors within
the inclined transpression zone are rotated counter-clockwise with respect to vectors in the fixed backstop. Rotation of the
displacement vectors with time suggests that the transpression zone evolves under an overall non-plane strain deformation.
Structures observed in this model are mainly mixed dextral-reverse faults sub-parallel with the backstop and obliquely
oriented, related folds, accountable for contraction-dominated transpression. Results demonstrate that deformation can be
accommodated by folding in all blocks. Deformation accommodated as folding in the mobile backstop produces an
asymmetric anticline so that permanent strains develop principally in the forelimb. As the simulated oblique convergence
increases, inclined transpression begins to accommodate a progressively greater fault slip and the overall anticline growth
in the mobile backstop is characterized by an increase in fold amplitude rather that its width. The model results demonstrate
that the transpression zone evolves in a 3D strain field and along non-coaxial strain paths. The results show the mean and
maximum principal stress increases inside the transpression zone (Fig. 1c).
Also, the fault slip distributions in the elasto-plastic model is asymmetric. Generally, the transpression zone undergoes
lateral and up-dip extrusion. Modelling results show that strain partitioning occurs between a narrow simple-sheardominated domain and a broad contraction-dominated domain (Fig. 1). This type of strain partitioning is defined as discrete
partitioning.
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Figure 1. Model results of a) displacement, b) maximum plastic strain, c) mean principal stress, and d) shear strain distributions.
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Transpression zones, as a common tectonic setting in strike-slip fault systems, orogenic belts, and plate boundaries, result
from oblique convergence between deforming crustal plates (Frehner 2016; Nabavi et al. 2017b). Transpression is
characterized by simultaneous simple shearing parallel to the shear zone boundaries and coaxial flow producing shortening
orthogonal to the shear zone boundaries. Transpression can have either a monoclinic or a triclinic kinematic symmetry,
depending on the orientation of the pure shear axes with respect to the simple shear axes (Fernández & Díaz-Azpiroz
2009).
The mechanical evolution of transpression zones affected by fault interactions is investigated by a static 3D elasto-plastic
mechanical model solved with the finite-element (FE) method using the commercial FE-package ABAQUSTM. Ductile
transpression between non-rigid walls implies an upward and lateral extrusion. The model demonstrates that the
transpression zone evolves in a 3D strain field and along non-coaxial strain paths. Distributed plastic strain, slip transfer,
and maximum plastic strain occurs within the transpression zone. Outside the transpression zone, fault slip is significantly
reduced because shear offset is accommodated by distributed plastic shear. The results show that the mean and maximum
principal stress increase inside the step between the fault segments compared to the region outside the step (Fig. 1a) (e.g.,
Nabavi et al. 2017a). With progressive deformation, the σ3 axis rotates within the transpression zone forming an oblique
angle to the regional transport direction (~9°-10°).
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Rotation of the displacement vectors with the evolution of the oblique convergence suggests that the transpression zone
evolves under an overall non-plane strain deformation. Slip decreases along fault segments and with increasing depth so
that we can see a distinct slip decrease at depths from 0-5 km to 5-15 km (Fig. 1b). This can be attributed to the
accommodation of bulk shortening over adjacent fault segments. Also, fault slip distributions in the elasto-plastic model
shows quite some asymmetry (Fig. 1b). The model shows an almost symmetrical domal uplift, which is due to off-fault
deformation, generating a doubly plunging fold (Fig. 2a) and a positive flower structure (Fig. 2c). Outside the overlap zone,
expanding asymmetric subsidence basins showing negative flower structures develop on both sides of the transpression
zone, and are called ‘transpressional basins’ (Fig. 2a).

Figure 1. a) Maximum principal stress within contractional fault step. Here, the model dimension is 70×10×15 km. The compressive
(positive values) and tensile zones are specified. b) Slip distribution along one fault segment in vertical section.

Generally, the transpression zone undergoes lateral and vertical extrusion (Fig. 2b). Deflection at fault segments causes the
fault dip to change to less than 90° (~86-89°) near the surface (~1.5 km). This results in a pure-shear-dominated, triclinic,
and discontinuous heterogeneous flow of transpression zone (Fig. 2d).

Figure 2. a) Model result showing vertical displacement (Uy) of the transpression zone. b) Vertical and lateral extrusion, and also rotation of
fold axis with respect to undeformed state (grey meshed block) within the resulting transpression model. c) Maximum principal strain
distribution. d) Discontinuous heterogeneous flow of the transpression zone.
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When simulating rift systems, analogue and numerical modellers often apply a continuous magnitude along the strike of an
extensional structure, rift or rift system. Yet in nature, significant extension intensity variations are observed along strike of a
rift system, as the natural consequence of tectonic plates moving apart about a pole of rotation, resulting in scissor
extension and rift propagation.
We performed various analogue tectonic experiments with a 2 set-ups based on previous work by Zwaan et al. (2016) to
assess the differences in 1) rift development and 2) between rifts and transfer zones (zones of interaction between
individual rift segments) forming in traditional orthogonal extension settings versus scissor extension settings. Various
models are analyzed with X-Ray computed tomography (XRCT or CT) techniques, allowing a detailed 4D assesment of the
internal model deformation.
Our modelling efforts give the following results: 1) Rift development in scissor tectonics settings develops a strong structural
gradient in both space and time along the strike of the system. 2) Although scissor extension and orthogonal extension
produce quite different large-scale structures, local features in a scissor extension systems can be regarded as forming in
an orthogonal extension setting. 3) Various degrees of underlap produce three basic modes of rift linkage structures. Low
underlap (high angle φ) experiments develop rift pass structures. With increasing underlap (φ = ca. 40˚), transfer zone
basins develop. High degrees of underlap (φ ≤ 30˚), tend to result in sub-basins.
Several of these structures are found in previous model studies and in nature. Yet a direct comparison is challenging, as
various parameters might modify their structural development significantly.
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Figure 1. Surface structure overview of model results from both the orthogonal extension models and the scissor extension models as a
function of rift underlap (angle φ).
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Strain localisation and the initiation of brittle deformation in the Earth’s crust is an important topic to understand plate
tectonics. In the current study, which is an applied materials science project, we investigate the initiation of crack formation
within a polymer-cement-composite material, i.e. a waterproofing membrane. Such membranes are applied onto concrete
substrates in order to maintain their durability preventing the propagation of cracks, forming during expansion/shrinkage of
the concrete substrate. Generally, such one-component flexible cementitious waterproofing membranes are composed of a
mortar (mix of quartz sand (d=0.1-0.3 mm) and ordinary Portland cement (OPC, CEM I 52.5 N)), modified with a spraydried redispersible polymer powder (Schulze & Killermann, 2001). The elasto-plastic polymers are added to the
mechanically rigid cement matrix forming the composite material. It is therefore the elastic to ductile deformation behaviour
of the polymers, which enhances the tensile strength of the composite (Ohama, 1995; Schulze & Killermann, 2001) and
helps to reduce the formation of microcracks (Ohama, 1995), i.e. which enhances the so-called crack-bridging ability (CBA).
The CBA is measured using normed uniaxial tensile testing during which the waterproofing membrane must bridge a
specified displacement without cracking (FprEn, 2011). Therefore, the waterproofing membrane is applied on a fibre cement
board substrate, in which a pre-defined crack is incorporated. The samples were subjected to tensile loading until cracking
occurred, while the evolution in strength and surface structures were continuously monitored. Additionally, samples were
deformed to pre-defined displacements, then fixated and images of the surface of the waterproofing membrane were
acquired. Image analysis is exerted to investigate strain localisation and crack initiation. Strain localisation is recognized as
white lines forming, growing and connecting in a distinct zone on the sample surface (called “strain whitening” hereafter)
above the pre-defined crack in the substrate material. After a strain hardening period, strain whitening starts at or shortly
after the peak load, indicating that strain localisation processes and associated strain softening are taking place.
Furthermore, strain whitening is the visualisation of the formation of crazes in the polymers (Trimiño et al., 2015). The width
of the strain whitening domain increases non-linearly with displacement with a decreasing growth rate. The growth
behaviour of the strain whitening zone can provide additional information of initiation of strain localisation and crack
initiation in the waterproofing membrane. Elongated holes and cracks form and evolve only inside this zone. With image
analysis, initiation and evolution of pores, elongated holes and cracks can be quantitatively investigated using the angular
orientation of their major axes, their surface areas, and geometrical shape descriptors (circularity and roundness
(Heilbronner & Barrett, 2014)). Initially, pores generally show high roundness and circularity indicating a circular geometry.
Due to their shape, the angular orientation of pores is random irrespectively of displacement during the first few strain
increments. With increasing displacement, elongated holes evolve showing an increasing elliptical shape and a change
from a random angular orientation towards a preferred orientation of the major axis of the elongated hole parallel or
perpendicular to the tensile load direction. Several individual elongated holes grow and eventually coalesce to macrocracks,
which can be seen by the smooth transition from elongated pores to macrocracks in terms of circularity and roundness.
Macrocracks show a tendency to orient perpendicularly to the extension direction. In order to improve the CBA of
waterproofing membranes the elastoplastic behaviour of the composite mortar has to be increased. This reduces the stress
concentrations around mechanical heterogeneities (pores, rigid cement particles) allowing for a more homogeneous uptake
of strain over a wider membrane volume. Along this behaviour, also the crack formation is reduced enhancing the
performance of the waterproofing capacity. Although being industry products, the mechanical behaviour of these materials
is not unlikely that of some polymineralic rocks in the Earth’s crust. In this sense, polymer-modified mortars might be
suitable analogue materials to model the behaviour of a porous soft material with minor sand composition, e.g. a lowconsolidated sandy to silty claystone.
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Many Swiss earthquake sequences have been studied using relative location techniques, which often allowed to constrain
the active fault planes and shed light on the tectonic processes that drove the seismicity. Yet, in the majority of cases, the
number of located earthquakes was too small to infer the details of the space-time evolution of the sequences, or their
statistical properties. Therefore, it has mostly been impossible to resolve seismicity patterns of individual sequences in a
sufficiently high precision needed to improve the understanding of the mechanisms behind them.
Here we present a nearly automatic workflow that combines well-established seismological analysis techniques and allows
to significantly improve the completeness of detected and located earthquakes of a sequence.
We start from the manually timed routine catalog of the Swiss Seismological Service (SED), which contains the larger
events of a sequence. From these well-analyzed earthquakes, we dynamically assemble a template set and perform a
matched filter analysis on the station with: the best SNR for the sequence; and a recording history of at least 10-15 years,
our typical analysis period. This usually allows us to detect events several orders of magnitude below the SED catalog
detection threshold. The waveform similarity of the events is then further exploited to derive accurate and consistent
magnitudes. The enhanced catalog is then analyzed statistically to derive high-resolution time-lines of the a- and b-value
and consequently the occurrence probability of larger events.
Many of the detected events are strong enough to be located using double-differences. No further manual interaction is
needed; we simply time-shift the arrival-time pattern of the detecting template to the associated detection. Waveform
similarity assures a good approximation of the expected arrival-times, which we use to calculate event-pair arrival-time
differences by cross-correlation. After a SNR and cycle-skipping quality check these are directly fed into hypoDD. Using this
procedure we usually improve the number of well-relocated events by a factor 2-5.
We demonstrate the successful application of the workflow at the example of natural sequences in Switzerland and present
first results of the advanced analysis the was possible with the enhanced catalogs.

Figure 1. Temporal evolution of the Diemtigen/BE sequence 2014/15: Top: earthquake rate, middle: migration of earthquakes with depth
(absolute depth uncertainty of seismic cloud app. 1km), bottom: probability for a Mw ≥ 3 event. Colors indicate the associated template.
ML3.2 event in Oct. 2014 and ML2.7 event in Aug. 2015 are indicated by vertical lines.
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The ML 4.6 Urnerboden and ML 4.3 Château d›Oex earthquakes of 2017 illustrate that the tectonic interpretation of upper
crustal fault systems crucially depends on the accuracy of absolute focal depth estimates. Routine earthquake location
procedures locate both earthquakes in the region of the sediment-basement contact, which raises the question whether or
not the associated fault systems connect from the sedimentary cover into the basement. In the Urnerboden case,
geometries and kinematics of relocated seismicity at 4-5 km depth correlate remarkably well with subvertical faults
measured at the surface. This correlation suggests the existence of a left-lateral fault system in the Linthal region, which
cuts through the Helvetic nappes and underlying flysch, possibly also affecting the autochthonous basement.
In the case of the ML 4.3 Château d›Oex earthquake, relative relocations and focal mechanisms image a normal fault in the
Préalpes domain, which dips towards the northeast. The top of the basement in this area is likely located in a depth of
about 5-6 km. Focal depths constrained by temporary aftershock stations, on the other hand, range between 3-4 km,
supporting a source in the sedimentary cover. The accuracy of the derived focal depths, however, is strongly linked to
uncertainties on the seismic velocity structure within the uppermost crust. Particularly systematic errors in the S-wave
velocities may significantly bias absolute locations and therefore the tectonic interpretation. Normal faulting near Château
d›Oex suggests the existence of an extensional corridor extending to from SW to NE from the eastern end of Lake Geneva
towards Thunersee, which contrasts with well known dextrally transtensional WSW-ENE striking corridor that follows the
Rhone valley floor.
In this study, we aim to reduce uncertainties in location by improving P and S-wave velocity models on local and regional
scales. In particular, we take advantage of significant improvements in the Swiss National Seismic Network in terms of
station density and data quality. High-quality travel-time data collected by the Swiss Seismological Service (SED) over the
last 17 years are used to solve the coupled hypocentre-velocity structure problem in 1D. Within the 1D inversion, the quality
of travel-time data will be assessed and possibly erroneous picks in the SED bulletin data identified. Initially, we apply the
1D inversion to north and northeast Switzerland to improve absolute locations in the northeastern Alps and its foreland.
Seismicity in the northern foreland is of particular interest, since this region is targeted for radioactive waste repositories. In
addition, we will assess the potential spatial resolution of a 3D local earthquake tomography using the improved travel-time
data and explore possible methods to constrain host formations of seismicity by comparison of hypocentre solutions with
the resolved 3D velocity structure.
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Earthquake catalogues derived from several decades of observations are often biased by changing network configurations
and processing procedures. Changing station network geometries over time within the same region cause varying
hypocentre location quality and completeness of earthquake catalogues. Moreover, changing procedures and algorithms
used for earthquake location can introduce systematic errors when combined into one single catalogue. Such catalogues
are largely inconsistent in terms of location accuracy. To study the long-term spatio-temporal behaviour of seismogenic
fault zones at high-resolution, accurate and consistent earthquake catalogues are required. Usually, routine hypocentre
locations reported in earthquake catalogues are determined with an a priori 1D or 3D velocity model. However, travel times
depends on hypocentral parameters as well as seismic velocities (the coupled hypocenter-velocity problem). To solve the
coupled problem, it is necessary to invert for hypocentral and velocity model parameters simultaneously. The so-called
minimum 1-D model calculation, which involves simultaneous inversion of arrival time data from local earthquakes to derive
hypocentre locations, seismic velocities, and station delays, is a well-established approach to solve the coupled-problem for
a region and therefore provides robust and accurate absolute locations.
Relative earthquake relocation techniques, on the other hand, minimize the impact of the remaining (un-modelled) 3D
velocity structure by directly inverting travel-time differences between pairs of events. In addition, differential-times derived
from waveform cross-correlation reduce the impact of inconsistencies compared to catalogue picks. Inverting differentialtimes for their hypocentre separation thus provides high-precision relative locations of hypocentres, imaging the fine scale
structure of seismogenic faults. High-resolution seismotectonic studies, comparing e.g. geologically or geophysically
mapped faults with seismicity, require accurate absolute as well as precise relative hypocentre locations.
In this study, we establish a high-quality earthquake catalogue by relocating absolute hypocentre locations of the last 33
years with the minimum 1-D model approach for the Valais region. To account for the changing network geometry over this
time interval, we first constrain the 1D velocity structure by using high-quality data from the last 15 years obtained by the
digital broadband network of the Swiss Seismological Service. The network was continuously improved and densified in this
period. For events, which occurred prior to the digital era, we fix the 1D velocity structure and invert only for station delays
and hypocentres. The derived consistent catalogue of absolute locations and 1D velocity structure is then used as initial
value for a regional relative relocation.
The new catalogue will provide new insights into the seismotectonics of the Valais and allows the detailed comparison of
seismicity and geologically mapped faults. In particular, we are interested in the prominent seismogenic structure located in
the Rawil depression north of the Rhone Valley and its relationship to the Rhone-Simplon line, which is considered to be
the tectonic (dextral) boundary between Helvetic nappes to the north and Penninic nappes to the south in this area.
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The AlpArray program is a European initiative to advance our understanding of orogenesis and its relationship to mantle
dynamics, plate reorganizations, surface processes and seismic hazard in the Alps-Apennines-Carpathians-Dinarides
orogenic system. To obtain new, high-resolution geophysical images of structures and map physical properties of the
lithosphere and of the upper mantle in 3D, the AlpArray Seismic Network has been deployed in a multi-national effort. With
over 600 broadband stations operated for 2 years, this is one of the largest simultaneously operated seismological arrays in
the academic domain. This gap-filling network became possible with the coordinated funding and deployment of temporary
stations, including ocean-bottom seismometers, which overarch the permanent networks to fill coverage gaps. Here we
present the goals, construction and properties of the completed AlpArray Seismic Network (Figure 1), which we expect will
provide unprecedented resolution and quality data to image the geologically complex greater Alpine area at depth.

Figure 1. The completed AlpArray Seismic Network
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The IvreaArray project aims at refining the structure of the Ivrea geophysical body: a fast velocity anomaly beneath the
Ivrea-Verbano Zone. Based on the most recent local earthquake tomography result (Diehl et al., 2009), the Ivrea body
starting model is defined over a 25 x 25 x 15 km grid. The Moho discontinuity is expected to present both planar and
dipping segments (Figure 1). To achieve higher resolution images, we installed ten broadband seismic stations along a
profile crossing the Insubric Line and the Ivrea-Verbano Zone at the level of the Sesia Valley (Figure 2). The seismic array
geometry has been carefully designed in a linear West-East orientation with 5-km spacing to catch strong-energy phases
converted at dipping interfaces. Data from one year of teleseismic earthquakes will be used to image the target Moho
discontinuity by means of P-to-S receiver function (RF) analysis. Both inversion and migration techniques are taken into
consideration. Secondary reflections and multiple phases will play a key role in estimating the Vp/Vs ratio. The frequencydependence of RFs is expected to characterize the velocity gradient across the main discontinuity (e.g. James et al., 2003).
A series of gravity survey campaigns is also carried out in the same area to provide additional constraints on the structure
and physical properties of the Ivrea geophysical body. The surveys will provide new relative gravity data which, together
with already existing measurements, will be used to constrain a 3D density model of the Ivrea geophysical body.
Seismology and gravity will be jointly used to characterize the density contrast across interfaces and density distribution
within the media, and hence to map how shallow the mantle rocks are in the Ivrea-Verbano Zone.

Figure 1: Local Earthquake Tomography model result (left) and its associated linear interpolation (right) from Diehl et al. (2009).

Figure 2: IvreaArray seismic station locations.
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Earth Science research is largely based on data from laboratories, which provide a controlled enviroment, essential for the
understanding of processes in Earth’s evolution, for the sustainable exploitation of geo-resources, and for the assessment
of geo-hazards. The methods adopted in laboratories are largely heterogeneous and multi-scale, reflecting the complexity
of the Earth system.
The Rock Deformation Laboratory (RDL) at ETH Zurich conducts research into the mechanical behavior and transport
properties of Earth materials at different enviromental conditions. It focuses on a range of problems, including rock
deformation, rock physics, volcano-tectonics, coupled thermo-hydro mechanical process in the crust and upper mantle.
The RDL is actively partecipating in the European Plate Observing System (EPOS), and particularly in the Thematic Core
Service Multi-scale Laboratories (TCS MSL), where a network of European solid Earth science Multi-scale laboratories is
currently being developed.
The collaboration of institutions from the Netherlands, Italy, Spain, France, Germany, United Kingdom, Portugal and
Switzerland aims to provide , within EPOS – TCS MSL 1) a virtual access to data from laboratories (data service), and 2) a
physical access to laboratories (Trans-National Access program).
The first aspect implies an effort in harmonization of the data, which at present are produced and stored in the databases of
each laboratory, following lab-individual schemes and formats. The EPOS TCS MSL community is developing a scheme to
level out metadata, allowing to collect available data on the properties and processes controlling the rock system behavior
at all relevant scales. The aim is to generate a common platform, accessible and interoperable through services for
supporting research activities into geo-resources and geo-hazards and Earth System Evolution. The ultimate goal of the
EPOS-TCS MSL community is to maximize the accessibility of data and optimize their preservation.
The second aspect, the physical access to laboratories, gives the opportunity for scientific visitors to perform experimental
activities in lababoratories outside their own institution. It aims at facilitating access to research infrastructures and
maximizing their use, and at the same time it enhances the transparency of access rules and provides a streamlined
mechanism of access.
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To support decisions across industrial, civil and academic fields, three-dimensional models of the geological structure are
increasingly in demand. Very often, and particularly in mountainous terranes, only (or mainly) surface information in form of
geological maps are at hand to tackle such challenge. However, the bedrock geology and structurally relevant information is
covered on large areas by Quaternary deposits and glaciers. Therefore, an indispensable first step in a structural
investigation is the interpretation of a Bedrock Geology Map (BGM). A BGM is an ‘undressed’ geological map,
unconsolidated deposits being omitted, showing only the bedrock information at the top-bedrock topography. As a map
itself, a BGM represents a direct constrain regarding subsurface models (e.g. hydrogeology, reservoir geology, natural
hazard assessment etc.). Moreover, it allows ensuring coherency between cross sections, which represent the skeleton of
the entire 3D structure.
Yet, the interpretation of the bedrock geology is a complicated process, in which one has to combine various types of
information such as outcrop observations, geological concepts, geometrical rules and local geological knowledge. Naturally,
a BGM interpretation integrates a significant amount of subjectivity and uncertainty, which leave map users unable to
assess the reliability related to the information.
To face such difficulties, we are developing a tool that analyses bedrock and structural content in maps. By means of a
high-resolution DEM, an algorithm extracts geometric information from outcropping geological boundaries in 3D, i.e. the
stretches of interfaces between different bedrock bodies where they intersect with the topography, hereafter named
Topography-Interface-Line (TIL). The analysis will determine whether the geometry of the TIL is most consistent with a
planar, a curved or an irregular interface. In case of a plane-consistent TIL, one directly obtains a well-confined range of
plane orientations that fit the TIL. For a curve-consistent TIL, the degree of curvature is extracted. An irregular, nonconsistent TIL occasionally represents a highly irregular bedrock interface, but more often highlights a poorly located
bedrock boundary. In all three cases, the proposed tool strongly facilitates the extraction of elusive structural information
and/or locates and identifies potential inconsistencies on the geological map. It therefore can be of great assistance during
the process of bedrock geology interpretation. Moreover, the range of structural possibilities proposed by the tool can be
recorded and accessed by the map users. This record reflects the uncertainty, in which decisions had to be made regarding
bedrock geology interpretation.
We present and discuss the different steps involved in the proposed automated TIL analysis with a case study example of
the region of Boltigen in the Swiss Prealps by means of the official 1:25’000 geological map of Boltigen (Braillard 2015).
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The SW-NE striking mountain chain of Jungfrau, Mönch and Eiger is made up of up-domed and over-thrusted Pre-Variscian
basement units of the Aar massif and its Mesozoic sedimentary cover. The complex structure involves the migmatites of the
Innertkirchen-Lauterbrunnen Gneiss zone (ILGZ, Berger et al. 2017) and the migmatites of the the Erstfeld Zone (EZ,
Berger et al. 2017) which form the summits of the Mönch and Jungfrau peaks. The Mesozoic sediments of the
authochtonous cover are wedged in-between the two basment units, a situation already recognized as peculiar by
Geologists in the 1st half of the 19th century.
While the Mesozoic sediments are only present as a few meters-thin, strongly deformed band within the southern flanks of
the Mönch and Jungfrau, they form the bulk of the northern flanks of the mountain chain. Despite having been named
“Jungfraukeil” and described as mechanical contact in the 19th century subsequent interpretations attribute the structural
complexity merely to a syncline. More precisely, they explain the north flanks’ geology as result of a series of overturned
tight to isoclinal folds (i.e. Collet and Paréjas 1931). Consequently the crystalline in the summit regions is seen as core of a
large scale anticline structure. On a regional scale the sediment wedge of the “Jungfrau syncline” separates the most
frontal unit of the Aar massif (the Gastern intrusion along with its protolith the ILGZ) from the more intern units
(Lötschberggneis and Erstfelgneis), which are thrusted on top of the former one. The sediments form the overturned limb of
a large recumbent fold (Herwegh & Pfiffner 2005). According to these previously mentioned interpretations, the basal
Doldenhorn thrust would die out within the study area. Hence the prefered assignment of the structural style mainly
considers the occurrence of tight to isoclinal folds, formed under ductile conditions for the basement rocks (i.e. Krayenbuhl
and Steck 2009). Ductile folding of basement rocks under lower to midgreenschist facies metamorphic conditions, however,
is very unlikely to occur requiring alternative explanations.
Here, we present evidence from the field and the Jungfrau raillway tunnel to propose that the tectonic architecture of the
Jungfrau region including the Eiger is rather complex. Based on cross-cutting and kinematic arguments, we discriminate at
least three different deformation stages. Early wedging off and imbrication of sediment slivers related to late-emplacement
stage of the Helvetic nappes (Kiental phase of Burkhard 1988). Development of steep south-dipping shear zones, mainly
accommodating reverse faulting, which is attributed to the Handegg phase (Wehrens et al. 2016, 2017; Herwegh et al.
2017). An even younger deformation stage is characterized by tectonically sheared-off slivers of basement rocks that are
frequently wedged-in between mostly ductile deformed Mesozoic sediments. In addition, we observe that slivers made up
of dolomites, iron-bearing sandstones and carbonates form similar boundins and sigma clasts from millimetres to tens of
meters thickness, which we relate to their rheological behaviour. Repeated stratigraphic sequences, sheared off along a set
of discrete (ultra-)mylonitic shear zones, document the fault zone nature of the Jungfrau syncline. The thrust faults follow
stratigraphic and tectonic weaknesses, especially accomodating displacement along the basement cover contact.
At a large-scale, the combination of folded sediments and basement slivers resembles an isoclinally folded system as
suggested by the old studies. In detail, however, brittle deformation and thrusting of basement slivers being accommodated
by the preferentially ductile folding of the sediments into which the slivers are wedged in show a clear brittle to semibrittle
deformation style in the basement. We correlate this young NW thrusting to the Pfaffenchopf phase (Wehrens 2015,
Herwegh et al. 2017). This interpreation is in line with the recent geodynamic model of the exhumation of the Aar massif
(Herwegh et al. 2017), rendering the summits of the Eiger and Mönch as “Klippen” and allowing to connect the Jungfrau
fault zone to Wenden zone in the east.
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The different mechanical behavior between aseismic and seismic deformation is related to the mechanical strength of the
fault rocks, which is closely linked to local hydrothermal growth of minerals in fault zones. In this context, we investigate the
size and processes of cockade-like breccias in the Grimsel breccia fault (Central Alps, Switzerland). The cockades consist
of rock clasts (‹particles›) of different size, surrounded by 30–40 µm thick concentric layers of hydrothermal minerals,
chiefly quartz. These textures record multiple episodes of particle fluidization, which is a paleo-earthquake recorder.
Particle-size distributions indicate that fluid velocities during fluidization were at least in the range of ~0.1 ms-1, but such
flow rates are local and transient. They require rupture processes and concomitant pressure drops typical of earthquakes.
In the literature similar cockade textures are interpreted as products of swarm seismicity rather than aftershock seismicity.
The record of episodic mantle growth around the cockade cores (clasts) is used to calculate fluid/particle mass ratios and
the local hydrodynamics of quartz growth. Based on the solubility of SiO2 in the fluids, these data indicate water/newparticle mass ratios of ~20–40 to precipitate each cockade. Due to the high local flow rates, fast quartz growth rates have
to be inferred. The episodic nature of quartz precipitation is demonstrated by fluctuations in its trace element concentrations
(e.g., Al). Such changes in Al-content may be related to kinetic effects during dissolution in the source region, to variations
in precipitation rates or, more likely, dynamic versus stagnant fluid hydrodynamics in seismic versus interseismic stages.
The overprinting relationships between comminuted (non-cockade) breccias and cockade-like breccia show that seismic
rupture processes and frictional granular creep alternate within the same structure. The creep versus rupture mechanisms
depend, beside other factors, on the healing (cementation) processes inside such breccias, which are controlled by the
above-mentioned hydrothermal processes
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This experimental work aims at assessing the variation of mode I fracture toughness (KIc) with the variation of the angle
between the fracture growth direction and the isotropy (foliation) plane. for a series of Grimsel Granodioritic specimens
collected from cores of the in-situ stimulation and circulation project (Amann et al., 2017). Three-point-bending tests on semicircular specimens were performed. The deformation field of the specimens was monitored using Digital Image Correlation
(DIC). The foliation consist essentially of aligned phylosilicates minerals and influences the mechanical properties such as
elasticity parameters, strength and fracture toughness. This is due to the fact that microcracks align preferentially within the
foliation plane. Ultrasonic measurement indicates that the first p-wave arrival time varies in the range of 3.8 to 5.9 km/s. The
strong velocitiy anisotropy with highest velocities (i.e. 5.9 km/s) are observed parallel and lowest velocities are observed
normal to the foliation plane. Specimens were prepared with the foliation striking with a low anlge of 11 degree with the core
axis and with the loading axis making angles of j = 0° (loading paralell to foliation), 45°, 60° and 90° (loading perpendicular
to foliation) with respect to the foliation plane. Depending on the angle, the strain field and the fracture trace show distinct
characteristics. The critical fracture toughness values range from 0.63 to 1.89 MPa(m)1/2. For a loading angle j = 0°, the mean
value is 0.73 MPa(m)1/2, increasing to 0.99 MPa(m)1/2 for j = 45°, 1.30 MPa(m)1/2 for j = 60° and 1.66 MPa(m)1/2 for j = 90°.
Figure 1 shows how the normalized fracture toughness values (i.e. normalized by the mean of the value corresponding to j
= 90° configuration) varies depending on the loading direction. The experimental findings are:
•

•
•

As expected, critical fracture toughness is the lowest when the loading direction facilitate fracture propagation along
foliation planes (j=0°). Fracture toughness increase by a factor of -two to three when fracture popagation is forced
to crosscut the foliation planes.
The amount of intragranular fractures increase with fracture toughness value.
Fracture propagation angle, fracture offsets along the fracture trace and strain fields are substantially affected by the
orientation of the foliation plane with respect to the direction of fracture growth.

The experimental findings may explain an observation made during an in-situ hydraulic fracturing test in Grimsel Granodiorite
at the Grimsel Test Site. Impression packer tests conducted after the hydraulic fracturing test indicate that the initial fracture
trace coincides with the foliation plane, which is expected to show the lowest fracture toughness value. Further fracture
propagation lead to a change in fracture orientation showed by seismic plane (Gischig et al, 2017). Theoretical considerations
suggest that the change of orientation takes place in a clear fracture toughness-dominated region, which raises the question
how the fracture toughness anisotropy and stress anisotropy compete to determine the direction of fracture propagation.

Figure 1: Normalized critical fracture toughness values (red dots) (i.e. normalized by the mean of KIc90◦) depending on the loading direction
relative to the foliation orientation φ. The black points indicate the mean of each experimental configuration and the red solid one is a
sinusoidal fit of the form Asin(j+f). The best fit parameters are an amplitude A=0.56 and a phase shift f=0.7°.
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Wallace-Bott hypothesis postulates that the slip on each fault plane is colinear with the orientation of the resolved shear
stress. Generally, stress inversion methods from fault/striae or focal mechanism datasets are based on this hypothesis.
However, if this hypothesis is valid with a single planar fault plane situation in a homogeneous stress state, its validity is
questionable when multiple faults or fault segments interact or when other processes like pore pressure diffusion due to fluid
injections generates a non-uniform stress field. Earlier numerical methods confirmed that the slip orientation is not necessary
parallel to the maximum resolved shear stress when computed from the far field stress tensor, but consistent with the local
stress perturbations (Maerten, 2000, Xu et al., 2013, Lisle, 2013). In this work we focus on validation of the Wallace-Bott
hypothesis in the presence of a fluid point source that may induce slip reorientations. We used the 3D distinct element method
to build a numerical model consisting of deformable block with an embedded fracture. We applied fluid injection sequentially
in the middle of the fracture to trigger the shear displacement and then compared the numerical slip vector with an analytical
Wallace-Bott solution. Here, a multi-parametric study covering (i) fault geometry such as planar and non-planar faults (Figure
1), (ii) fault orientation, (iii) friction angle, (iv) dilation angles, (v) joint stiffness, was performed to understand the effect of each
parameter on the misfit angle between the simulated slip vectors and the resolved shear stresses in the presence of the fluid
source. It is shown that significant misfit can be found under specific configurations invalidating the Wallace-Bott assumptions
(Figure 2). This misfit is a consequence of non-synchronous development of the slip that leads to the different displacement
magnitudes within the fracture and, therefore, causes the stress perturbation.

Figure 1. Geomentry of planar (left) and non-planar fractures (right)

Figure 2. Left - The misfit angle between the slip vector computed using 3DEC and the analitical solution for the planar fracture (left) and
non-planar fracture (right). The size of the crosses indicates relative displacement magnitudes. The colorbar on the left chart indicates the
distance from the fluid injection source. Different orientation in the legend on the right chart correspond to the orientation of the fracture
ramps.
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Sheet-silicate-rich rocks gain interest as they present a mechanically weak phase often associated with accretionary
wedges. Under low grade metamorphic conditions, such rock types are able to take up large amounts of strain, hence
representing the dominant mechanical weak phase in the upper crust. Their rheological behaviour is strongly dominated by
the highly anisotropic deformation behaviour of the sheet silicates. In addition, their water content represents a second
component weakening the overall strength of such aggregates either by reducing the strength of the individual grains: (i)
crystal and interlayer water or (ii) of the entire aggregate by increased pressure of interstitial pore fluids. Studying the pore
network of slates is therefore crucial, as these present the main fluid conduits. In the current study, we aim to gain a
profound understanding of the porosity network in slates and access problems such as sample heterogeneity, pore
connectivity and the originality of the studied pores. Presented is an overview of different analytical techniques to estimate
porosity in slates, including representative element volumes and areas (REV and REA) at different scales.
Porosity analyses are performed on slates from the Flysch units in the Glarus Alps in Switzerland. We include bulk rock
porosity measurements such as helium pycnometry and mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) as well as direct imaging of
porosity using BSE-SEM and high-resolution BIB-SEM images. A combination and comparison of these methods is used to
unravel and discuss strengths and weaknesses of the different methods for pore characterisation at different REV and REA:
(a) cm3, (b) mm3, (c) mm2, (d) µm2.
(a-b) Bulk rock porosity measurements have the advantage of providing the connected porosity on a 3D bulk volume.
These bulk methods give a higher porosity value than the direct image analysis (c-d), which is due to the strong influence
of fractures and potential sample heterogeneity in large cm3-sized REV. With this respect, the discrimination of type and
amount of fracture porosity is crucial, since it might be either in-situ or not in-situ induced by unloading requiring spatial
information.
(c) Therefore a combination of bulk rock methods with digital image analysis provides information on a sample’s 2D
heterogeneity and the different fracture and porosity types. Moreover, image analysis on BSE-SEM images of polished thin
sections is based on areas of about 0.5 mm2 and excludes fractures at the mm-scale but gives insights into microcracks
and matrix porosity.
(d) At the smallest scale BIB-SEM analysis allows detecting pores until tens of nm size. Besides, this technique gives
information about pore morphologies, the spatial resolution of pores and pore related mineral phases.
Combining the different results has the great opportunity to evaluate and estimate the porosity values over a large range in
scales. We use direct imaging of porosity by BSE-SEM and BIB-SEM as feedback on the bulk rock measurements. This
enables to discriminate not in-situ pores (i.e. unloading, weathering, and drying) included in bulk rock measurements from
the in-situ ones along the deformation path using direct BIB-SEM imaging.
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The Mont Fort nappe is the upper tectonic subdivision of the former Grand St-Bernard (GSB) nappe (Escher 1988, Escher
et al. 1997). Subsequent research has confirmed its tectonic and stratigraphic independence from the rest of the GSB
nappe (e.g. Gouffon 1993). It consists of a Paleozoic basement overlain by a thin Mesozoic sedimentary cover, comprised
of very thin, discontinuous Triassic quartzite and dolomite, a thin limestone layer, and for the greater part of breccias of
variable thickness mostly made of dolomitic elements (“reconstituted Triassic”). These breccias are overlain by a more
massive limestone topped by a thinner upper breccia rich in elements of quartzite. Called by Escher (1988) the Evolène
series, this sequence presents remarkable similarities with the stratigraphic column of the Breccia nappe in the Prealps
which typically belongs to the Prepiemontese paleogeographic domain (Lemoine 1961, Escher 1988). This similarity
strongly suggests an earliest Jurassic age for the lower limestone, a late Early to Middle Jurassic age for the main mass of
breccias (Lower Breccia), and a Late Jurassic to earliest Cretacous age for the upper limestone and the Upper Breccia. We
will not discuss here the status of the Cretaceous calcschists (Série Rousse, Marthaler 1984) that overlie the Evolène
series and are the subject of research in progress.
These ages are generally accepted. However, several authors proposed a different tectonic model where the Evolène
series would be allochthonous over the Mont Fort basement (e.g. Sartori & Marthaler 1994, Marthaler et al. 2008). Their
contact would be an Alpine thrust. The main argument would be that this contact surface often cuts with an angular
discordance the stratigraphy of the Evolène series. Consequently, this series would not be the original sedimentary cover of
the Mont Fort basement but would belong to a distinct tectonic unit that these authors identified with the Cima Bianca
nappe (classically defined as a slice of Late Paleozoic to Mesozoic sediments separating the ophiolitic Zermatt-Saas and
Tsaté nappes; Vannay & Allemann 1990, Steck et al. 2015). This proposition has been widely accepted (e.g. Tectonic map
of Switzerland 2005).
Our observations don’t support this proposition. They rather confirm the tectonic reconstruction of Escher (1988) and
suggest that the Evolène series is indeed the autochthonous cover of the Mont Fort basement. The main points are:
-- At many places the contact is concordant and shows a good preservation of the basal levels of the Mesozoic sequence,
without any hint of tectonic disturbance or anomalous rock deformation.
-- The discordance observed at other places, which can put the Jurassic breccia in contact with all older formations, can be
conveniently explained by synsedimentary normal paleofaults. By means of strain theory (e.g. Ramsay 1967) it is easy to
demonstrate that passive deformation of such faults during Alpine compression can mimic thrusts.
-- The sedimentary characteristics of the Evolène series, typicall of the Prepiemontese domain, are very different from
those of the Cima Bianca unit, much poorer in breccias and whose relatively thick Triassic formations of quartzite and
carbonates show a Briançonnais affinity.
Conclusion : The Evolène series is the sedimentary cover of the Mont Fort nappe. During Jurassic times it has been
strongly affected by synsedimentary normal faulting, generating stratigraphic gaps, synsedimentary anomalous contacts
and internal discordances. These structures provide a spectacular record of the extension of the European margin during
the opening of the Alpine Tethys. Then Alpine compression passively deformed these faults in such a way that they mimic
Alpine thrusts.
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The compelling shape of the Jura Mountains fold-and-thrust belt and its role in the Northern Alpine Foreland has been
investigated for more than a century. Until the present day we know two important parameters that have controlled the
large-scale geometry of the fold-and-thrust belt: First, the presence of weak Triassic evaporites allowed a décollement
above which the Jura Mountains evolved during Miocene, while the Molasse basin was pushed north-westwards as an
intact unit (Buxtorf 1907). Secondly, the limits of the décollement arose from discontinuities in the Triassic evaporites which
controlled the spatial extent of the Jura Mountains.
Abundant studies have shown that continental Europe underwent several deformation phases with changing regional
stress, both before and after Triassic times. The Permo-Carboniferous grabens known from NE Switzerland are evidence of
a pre-Mesozoic deformation phase. Geomorphologically more striking is the younger Eocene-Oligocene European
Cenozoic Rift System (ECRIS) with the Bresse Graben (BG) and Upper Rhine Graben (URG) bordering the Jura
Mountains. These two grabens and the associated transfer zone determined the farthest extent of the Jura Mountains foldand-thrust belt. The Triassic evaporites are substantially offset at the graben borders which prevented a further northwestwards progression of the décollement during Miocene. Boreholes in the outmost external Jura reveal a thrusting of the
Mesozoic cover of the Jura Mountains onto Tertiary sediments of the adjacent graben (Michel et al. 1953).
The example of the ECRIS gives rise to questions that are still difficult to answer. How far underneath the Jura Mountains
does the ECRIS stretch its influence? Where, how and to what degree did older pre-Eocene deformations determine the
shape of the Jura Mountains?
Numerous pioneering ideas and works on the topic of basement-cover interaction in the Jura Mountains are restricted to
subareas in the Jura, where boreholes or seismic lines are available. However, it became apparent that a single
deformation solution for the whole of the fold-and-thrust belt is unlikely and indeed, intriguing geomorphological differences
between Eastern, Central and Western Jura Mountains encourage more investigation. Therefore, in a more holistic
approach, we compile and combine geophysical and structural information all across the Jura Mountains and still more
importantly, across the surrounding area which is unaffected by Miocene thin-skinned tectonics in order to discuss possible
basement-cover interactions on regional scale, underpinned by distinct exemplary structures.
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Geomorphic responses to tectonic forcing have been evaluated by analysis of five morphometric parameters, including
elevation-gradient index, bankfull channel dimensions, Transverse Topographic Symmetry index (TTS), drainage basin
asymmetry index (AI), and hypsometry curves, together with geological field work and available geophysical data (gravity
and magnetic). We analysed sixty-five catchments, topographic swath and longitudinal profiles of three main rivers that are
located at transition of the Jura fold-and-thrust belt and the Molasse basin in the vicinity of Pontarlier Fault system in
western Switzerland. Field work was conducted to identify drainage anomalies and verified whether they are or not caused
by lithological or/and structural controls. Geophysical data was used to delineate the subsurface structures that can be
correlated with surface-identified anomalies. Bankfull channel dimensions were obtained from a high-precision DEM using
the River Bathymetry Toolkit (RBT). A hypsometric curve describes the relative distribution of an area at different elevations
within a drainage catchment (Strahler 1952).
Indeed the change in dimension of drainage area may play a more important influence on hypsometry than the uplift and
erosion rates themselves. To avoid any obvious pitfalls related to changes in drainage area, we propose calculating HI
values not only for the catchments but also for three different regularly spaced grids (1km, 2km, and 3km) using two
different resolution DEMs (2m and 30m). This allowed us to quantify the degree of similarity between the results obtained
from different scale sizes and DEM resolutions. A significant degree of similarity was found between the hypsometric
integral maps obtained from different resolution DEMs and different grid sizes, indicating that there is no clear dependency
in the study area between the hypsometry values and both grid size and DEM resolutions. The hypsographic curves of the
selected catchments, however, reveal twenty-one different patterns of landscape, representing all types of landform
development described by Strahler (1952).
Lateral stream migration or asymmetric basins, which are generally caused by tectonic tilting effects, can be identified by
TTS and AI analysis (Cox 1994; Keller & Pinter 2002). Different directions of lateral channel migrations were detected in the
area (Figure 1). Analysis of swath and longitudinal profiles of three rivers shows sudden and dramatic changes in the
elevation-slope gradient and the bankfull channel dimensions along the whole length of their courses. These geomorphic
anomalies which are associated with pronounced changes in gravity and magnetic properties are linked to the role of neotectonic activity within the area.
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Figure 1. Transverse Topographic Symmetric index (TTS) of selected catchments in the westernmost area of Switzerland. Polar plots
showing estimated TTS averages for each watershed. T-index values range from 0 on the centre of polar plot (stream flowing near the
catchment midline) to 1 on the outer margin of the polar plot (stream flowing near vicinity of catchment margins).
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The Eclépens quarry is located between two branches of the La Sarraz Fault system, in the Upper Cretaceous limestone of
the Jura Fold-and-Thrust Belt (JFTB), and is geographically situated in the Molasse Basin. The dextral strike-slip La Sarraz
Fault system is a conjugate fault system to the larger N-S trending sinistral Pontarlier fault system. The fault systems reach
from the folded and detached (JFTB) into the detached and weakly deformed Molasse Basin and do not extend into the
underlaying basement. The hectometre-scale subvertical faults outcropping in the Eclépens quarry strike NW-SE. Minor faults
in the quarry are oriented NW-SE, N-S and NE-SW, indicating the development of a complex Riedel system. The Mormont
Anticline exposed at the southeastern termination of La Sarraz fault northern branch (Mormont Fault) shows a NE-SW
orientation. This anticline is absent to the southwest of the of the fault zone. The location and geometry of the faults were
reconstructed using seismic profiles and the Eclépens-1 borehole and surface data. Our study is part of a larger joint venture
between Swisstopo, the Department of Geosciences of University of Fribourg and Center for Hydrogeology and Geothermics
of the University of Neuchâtel. We present results from a set of twenty-four oriented samples collected from the Eclépens
quarry in the near vicinity of two main dextral strike-slip faults with an orientation NW-SE and E-W. Cylinders, varying from 2
to 8 cm diameter and 4 to 9 cm length, were drilled from hand samples and subsequently scanned by Bruker CT-scan 2211
beam hardening µCT-scan (Parameters: microfocus, high energy, voltage (160-170 kV) cupper filter, current (120 µA) and
pixel size varying from 15 – 56 µm). The size of the sample determines the scan resolution; the smaller the sample the higher
the resolution. This method provides 3D volume reconstruction, visualisation and quantification of the internal features, such
as fractures and mineral content. Once the internal features are selected, a 3D skeleton model is generated (figure 1). The
construction of a 3D skeleton model permits the quantification of parameters from the internal features, i.e porosity,
connectivity and area/volume. One sample from each segment of the damage zone was analysed in order to observe the
changes of the internal features of each sample. The obtained results are described as a function of its location in the damage
zone of the specimen: [i] Fractured host rock (Sample (S):15, Porosity (P): 0%, Pyrite (Py): 0%); [ii] discrete fault zone
between fractured host rock and non-foliated cataclasite (S:16, P:3.4%, Py:0.06%); [iii] Non-foliated cataclasite (S:30,
P:2.99%, Py 0.7%); [iv] Foliated cataclasite (S:32, P:3.4%, Py:0.1%) & (S:36, P:1.3%, Py: 0.3%); [v] Fault breccia (S:39,
P:5.43%, Py: 0.1%). The fractures of the analysed samples are connected and the density (/mm3) of the open space is
measured: sample 16 (0.89/mm3), sample 30 (3.77/mm3), sample 32 (0.82/mm3), sample 36 (0.2/mm3), sample 39 (3.91/
mm3). On the 3D skeleton large fractures are identified cross-cutting the samples from the top to the bottom, we define the
area of these fractures on sample 30 (12’966 mm2), 32 (11’764 mm2) and 39 (22’536 mm2). On sample 16 and 36 the fractures
are non-connected open spaces, further open space is dispersed in the matrix. From our investigation we see that the porosity
in Mormont Fault varies from 2.99% to 5.43%, the open spaces are connected in only a few samples such as sample 30, 32
and 39. It is important to quantify the connection of the pores in a sample to understand the pathway of fluid circulation. With
the utilisation of the present method, it is possible to visualise, model and quantify the open spaces, area and connectivity
from each sample.
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Figure 1 : Reconstructed 3D skeleton model from sample 30 (D: 4x3.6 cm), is from the non-foliated cataclasite of Mormont Fault, pixel
resolution of 22 µm. The idiomorphic shape of pyrites (yellow) are in the border of the fractures and dispersed on the matrix of the sample
resulted from iron-sulphur rich fluid circulation. It was calculated porosity of 2.99% and pyrite content of 0.7%.
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The Jura fold-and-thrust belt is probably one of the most studied worldwide. Nevertheless, several interesting scientific
questions remain unanswered, in particular about the deep tectonic structure for which few data exist. Almost no wells were
drilled in the Internal Jura and the scarce seismic lines shot in the area of investigation are not of a sufficient quality to
precisely constrain the deep tectonic structure. On the other hand, good outcropping conditions allow a precise
understanding of the shallow structure.
This study focusses on the Neuchâtel Jura Mountains and its neighbouring French part on a Travers - Brévine - Morteau
section, where the Mesozoic cover is situated at relatively high topographic elevation. Detailed field mapping was
conducted in order to constrain a near surface cross-section. Forward modelling was subsequently done in the MoveTM
software by Midland Valley. The goal of this modelling was to understand the observed surface structure in a kinematically
and geometrically consistent forward model.
The proposed solution features a large-scale low-angle thrust fault with a staircase trajectory on which several hinterlandverging thrust are rooting. Our model implies a secondary detachment in the Opalinus Ton and a partial doubling of the
Mesozoic cover which explains the high topographic position of outcropping sediments. This type of structure is similar to
the one proposed by Schori et al. (2015) and is an alternative to the traditional overthickening of Triassic evaporites
associated with a unique décollement “zone” and which induces balancing inconsistencies. Along our profile the Jura
Mountains accommodate a shortening of 8.5 km, corresponding to a relative shortening of 33%. According to Smit et al.
(2003), this amount of shortening implies that locally, the orogenic wedge already attained a state of equilibrium with stable
sliding along the basal détachment level.
The kinematic implications of the forward model indicate an oscillating, sequence of thrusting, rather than a forward
directed in sequence thrust succession. Interestingly the first formed anticline (according to our model) also marks the
northernmost limit of tertiary marine sediments (Piquerez et al., 2011). It is therefore tempting to imagine that this nucleating
anticline formed a physical barrier which marked the northern coast of the sea associated with the Molasse Basin.
Terrestrial sediments, including coarse breccia, north of this limit have been dated at 17 Ma, while marine conditions were
still prevailing south of it at the same time (Kälin et al., 2001). Supported by our kinematic modelling and the sedimentary
record, the question therefore arises to know whether this could be used to constrain the dating of the first deformation of
the Jura Mountains which would then be older than previously accepted.
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Published petrological data on pressure and temperature are critically reviewed, and positioned on the new geological map
and cross sections (1:10’000) of the Osogna sheet that includes most nappes of the Lepontine Dome (Central Alps). The goal
is to place the P-T metamorphic conditions on the geological, structural and tectonic framework that was recently mapped.
The questions we seek to answer are: How is the pressure distributed within the tectonic units and within the Lepontine
Dome? Do we observe sharp or gradual pressure gradients within the tectonic units? Can the HP conditions be averaged/
extended over the tectonic units? If not, do they correspond to conditions of observable subunits, or do they reflect anomalies
in the pressure field? Answering these questions may lead to controversial results and is fundamental to better understand
the thermobarometric evolution patterns of the Lepontine Dome and the formation of tectonic nappes in general.
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Ophiolites in the North Himalayan nappes and Indus Suture Zone in
Eastern Ladakh (NW Himalaya, India)
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Ophiolites are fragments of ancient oceanic lithosphere, preserved in orogenic belts in a context of plate convergence.
They are generated at mid-ocean ridges, in a supra-subduction zone or volcanic arc. Commonly, several magmatic events
are recorded, as shown, for instance, in the Oman Ophiolite (Goodenough et al. 2014).
The Ophiolitic rocks of Eastern Ladakh are subdivided in two main groups, based on the geodynamic setting during their
formation: the supra-subduction zone ophiolite and the ophiolitic “mélanges”, corresonding both to the Indus Suture Zone.
Recent detailed studies North-East of the Tso Moriri area revealed a large diversity of ophiolitic rocks and associated
sediments. We identified three distinct tectonic units containing ophiolites: The Nidar Ophiolite, the Drakkarpo nappe and
the Karzok-Ribil nappe.
The Nidar supra-subduction zone Ophiolite represents a complete ophiolitic sequence, from mantle to sediments, which
underwent a low greenschist facies metamorphism. This ophiolitic sequence was thrusted towards the South. They record a
first magmatic event in a mid-ocean ridge setting, and a second one in a supra-subduction zone at around 130 Ma.
The Drakkarpo nappe is a “mélange” unit composed of thick polygenic conglomerates and volcano-sedimentary rocks,
mainly composed of tuffs and augite-basalts (OIB), serpentinites, pillow lavas and gabbros. This unit is interpreted as being
a part of an accretionary wedge containing slices of oceanic islands arc. This nappe marks the Indus Suture Zone.
The Karzok-Ribil nappe is a newly defined tectonic unit involved in the North Himalayan nappe stack. It can be followed at
the top of the Tetraogal nappe and around the Tso Morari dome. The Karzok-Ribil nappe is composed of segments of
ophiolitic sequence (serpentinites, gabbros, pillow lavas), radiolarites, polygenic conglomerates, agglomeratic slates from
the indian margin, augite-basalts (OIB) and limestones. It is interpreted as being originally a seamount, located close to the
Indian passive margin in a ocean-continent transition zone.
The new lithostratigraphy and structural analyses of the Eastern Ladakh ophiolites and their associated sediments allow us
to better constrain the formation and emplacement mechanisms of these tectonic units. It defines or precises the
paleogeography and geometry of the north Indian passive margin, prior to the Himalayan collision.
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The Internal Dinarides are part of a complex suture zone situated in the central area of the Balkan Peninsula, which
present-day tectonic pattern is the result of the latest Jurassic – Cretaceous subduction of the Neotethys ocean, followed
by Cenozoic post-collisional and neotectonic phases. Although some of these tectonic phases are relatively well studied,
facts about others are still under debate. In this study, we integrate data on fault kinematics, anisotropy of magnetic
susceptibility and focal mechanisms of earthquakes in order to determine and discuss tectonic phases that were active in
the area of the northern Internal Dinarides in western Serbia since the Late Eocene.
Data for paleostress analysis were collected in different geological and tectonic units, using all outcrops where fault-slip
indicators could be observed. In total, fourteen stations were located in Permian and Triassic limestones, Jurassic
serpentinized peridotites and rocks of the ophiolitic mélange (mostly limestones), Oligocene dacites and Miocene granites,
limestones and marls. Slip along the studied fault planes was determined using linear slip sense indicators: striations, fibers
of calcite, magnesite and serpentine minerals, systematic elongation of feldspars, among other indicators. Database of
earthquakes in this research was formed using the catalogues of the International Seismological Center and the Serbian
Seismological Survey. In total, 38 focal mechanisms for earthquakes with magnitudes higher than 3 were calculated based
on the polarities of first P-wave arrivals. In order to calculate tectonic stress tensor, formal stress inversion of the focal
mechanisms was performed. Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) was carried out on the Bukulja Mts. S-granite, in
order to directly correlate these data with paleostress data. Standard cores for AMS analysis were drilled and oriented in
situ at nine locations. Based on these data, the principal AMS ellipsoid axes were calculated on specimen and locality
levels.
The obtained results indicate that in the area of the northern Internal Dinarides at least three brittle post-collisional phases
occurred since Middle/Late Eocene times. These brittle tectonic phases caused shortening and thrusting within the Dinaric
orogen, and were most probably associated with magmatism and formation of smaller sedimentary basins within the
Internal Dinarides.
The first deformational phase is characterized by generally NNW – SSE oriented compressional axis that acted in a
transpressional tectonic regime. It was most probably active from the end of the Middle Eocene up to the Late Oligocene.
This tectonic phase may have represented the prolongation of thrusting within the Dinaric orogen, and was likely a
controlling factor for the genesis of Oligocene intermediate/acid volcanism in the northern Internal Dinarides.
The second deformational phase most likely started by the beginning of the Early Miocene and was characterized by NE –
SW extension. It was related to the Pannonian extension, and in this area of the northern Internal Dinarides it caused
formation of smaller sedimentary basins of the so-called Dinaric Lake System. However, based on previous petrological
research as well as on new AMS results from the Bukulja Mts. S-granite, we suspect that this tectonic phase could be
separated into two sub-phases – the older one that likely controlled Miocene quartzlatitic volcanisam within the wider
research area, and the younger one that was related to the formation and exhumation of the S-type granites situated along
the contact of the Dinarides and the Pannonian basin.
The beginning of the youngest deformational phase likely coincides with the onset of the basin inversion in the Pannonian
area and Dinaric Lake System, which started in the Late Miocene. According to the study of focal mechanisms, the same
stress field remained active in the recent time. The results of formal inversion of earthquake focal mechanisms show that
the recently active stress tensor is characterized by a NE – SW maximal compressional axis that operates in a strike-slip
regime. The recent stress field in the research area is characteristic for the areas situated relatively far from the source of
the main tectonic stress, where local influences are expected to play an important role. These local influences here are
superposed to the main tectonic controlling factors in the research area, which is defined as the northward motion and
simultaneous counterclockwise rotation of the Adriatic microplate.
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Blind thrusts under Tbilisi, Georgia
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Our study area, Tbilisi and surrounding area is located frontal part of eastern Achara-Trialeti fold-and-thrust belt. The
Achara-Trialeti fold-and-thrust belt, which is one of the good examples of the collision-driven far-field deformations, locates
within the northernmost part of the Lesser Caucasus and is associated with Arabia-Eurasia convergency. Building of thickskinned structures of eastern Achara-Trialeti was formed by basement wedges propagated along detachment horizons
within the cover generating thin-skinned structures (Alania et al., 2017a, 2017b).
Our interpretation has integrated seismic reflection profiles, several oil-wells, and the surface geology data to reveal
structural characteristics of the eastern Achara-Trialeti fold-and-thrust belt. Fault-related folding theories were used to
seismic interpretation (Shaw et al., 2006; Suppe, 1983). Seismic reflection data reveal the presence of south-vergent and
north-vergent fault-propagation folds, duplex and structural wedge. The rocks are involved in the deformation range from
Mesozoic to Cenozoic strata.
Interpreted industrial seismic refection profiles, serial balanced cross-sections, and recent earthquakes reveal the presence
of an active blind thrust fault beneath Tbilisi. 2-D and 3-D structural models show that 2002 Mw 4.5 Tbilisi earthquake
related to a north-vergent blind thrust. Empirical relations between blind fault rupture area and magnitude suggest that
these fault segments could generate earthquakes of Mw ~ 6.5.
On base of published information about historical and recent earthquake data (Tsereteli et al., 2016), and syntectonic units
from frontal part of eastern Achara-Trialeti fold-and-thrust belt (Alania et al., 2016) we conclude that compressive
deformation started in Middle Miocene and continues today.
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Travertine occurrences along major neotectonic normal fault zones in
the Hammam Debar- Roknia Guelma region, North-East Algeria
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The tectonic history of Pliocene-Quaternary structures has been documented in Guelma region from Quaternary travertines
and faults relationships. Quaternary travertines deposited from hot springs can reveal much about the neotectonic attributes
and histories of structures. The largely developed travertines in the Roknia- Hammam Debar are subdivided into several
sequences including the most recent Are observed at the level of the Hammam Debar recent sources. For facies are
observed; the mammal and reed facies in proximal bed, massive and laminated facies in distal bed. In Roknia- Hammam
Debar structural studies, field mapping and tectono-stratigraphical considerations on Pliocene and Quaternary units indicate
two fault populations: N10 ° E are associated with Block detachments, collapses and the development of several fibrous
calcite generations. These observations prompted us to Classify as probably seismic tectonic structures. N140 ° E
structures already mapped as Seismic structures (Maouche et al 2013) are also affected Roknia travertine .
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Concordant zircon U-Pb dates of rocks of the Antarctic Peninsula Batholith span between ~240 to 9 Ma and are emplaced
along a strike of 1300 km with an overall width of 200 km. The spatial and temporal extent of the plutons provides an
opportunity to use magmatic rocks to constrain the tectonic history of the Peninsula. We aim to increase the understanding
of the mechanisms that were involved in the formation of the plutonic rocks in the northern Antarctic Peninsula. These
tectonic constraints will improve paleogeographic reconstructions of West Antarctica and South America within the
Gondwana supercontinent. These models would benefit of a more precise understanding of the tectonic evolution of the
Antarctic Peninsula, also it will give insights in how continents growth and margins evolve.
We present i) 40 concordant U-Pb zircon and 4 hornblende 40Ar/39Ar plateau ages, ii) whole rock major oxide and trace
element analyses, and iii) Nd-Sr-Pb bulk-rock isotopic compositions.
The Antarctic Peninsula Batholith in the north intrudes Paleozoic-Mesozoic low-grade meta-sedimentary rocks of the Trinity
Peninsula Group and the Late Jurassic-Paleogene volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the forearc deposits at the west of
the magmatic arc. Further south, it intrudes schists and ortho- and paragneisses with Carboniferous to Triassic
metamorphic ages. Magmatic activity spans from the Middle Triassic to the Miocene with gaps in the Early Jurassic and
Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous. Isotopic compositions show that most of the Antarctic Peninsula granitoids were formed as
a result of subduction of the Phoenix Plate oceanic lithosphere under the Antarctic Plate continental lithosphere. They fall
on trends between a component derived from subduction-modified mantle or juvenile basaltic underplate (εNd>6,
207
Pb/204Pb=15.61, 87Sr/86Sr<0.704) and an interpreted Proterozoic lower crust (εNd=-7, 207Pb/204Pb=15.67, 87Sr/86Sr=0.709;
Millar et al., 2001).
Plutonic lithologies of the northern Antarctic Peninsula range in chemical composition from granite to gabbro. Concordant
U-Pb zircon ages from the northern Peninsula span between ~160 Ma (Stonington Island) to ~9 Ma (Cornwallis Island),
with a peak in the Early Cretaceous (Albian and Aptian).
Major oxides and trace elements of the rocks analyzed in the northern Antarctic Peninsula reveal calc-alkaline,
metaluminous, supra-subduction zone rocks (Pearce et al., 1984), with no significant variation in time, although, some
intrusions that crystallised between ~118-112 Ma yield peraluminous signatures. Further, trace element data have been
used to study the multi-trace-element plots of Pearce et al. (1984). They shows a lack of HREE fractionation, characteristic
of a garnet-dominant source, and display an overall enrichment in LILE relative to HSFE, which is a pattern typically
associated to subduction. The geochemical data suggest that the plutonic rocks of the Batholith from Graham Land formed
in an arc setting.
Geographic variations in dates show that magmatism remained in an approximately stationary position along the west
flank of the Antarctic Peninsula from the ~160 Ma to the 19 Ma. Miocene magmatism displaced ~50 km westwards, and is
currently exposed on Watkin Island (~22 Ma), Snodgrass Island (~19 Ma), Litchfield Island (~19 Ma) and Cornwallis Island
(~26 Ma).
The stationary position of the magmatic arc and the consistent arc setting during the period from ~160 Ma to 41 Ma does
not support previous interpretations that the Antarctic Peninsula Batolith formed on an allochthonous crustal block that
collided with a former Gondwanan margin during the Early Cretaceous (e.g. Vaughan et al 2002). Further, the collision and
following accretion would have altered the plate kinematics, and therefore, it could be expected that the plutonic rocks show
a change in the location of the eruption of arc magmas relative to the upper plate. Additional isotopic tracing Nd-Sr-Pb
(whole rock), Hf (zircon) and O (quartz) is being conducted to improve our uderstanding of the tectonic environment within
which the magma formed and was emplaced.
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The experimental descriptions of how rocks behave at higher temperatures and confining pressures are our only tangible window into
actual crustal or mantle rheologies. One fundamental concept that has come from deformation experiments is the idea of steady state end
member flow laws. The core assumption of these flow laws is that, at the scale of the continuum, they describe one rate limiting process in
a rock. For example in the case of a grain size sensitive rheology the rate limiting process could be self diffusion of the slowest diffusing
species, or for grain size in-sensitive behaviours it maybe the overcoming of a lattice’s intrinsic energy barriers by a line defect. However, it
is not clear that with in the window of an experiment’s conditions only one of these processes will dominate the rheological characteristics
of a rock. Furthermore, in the material sciences it is know that the superposition of deformation mechanisms can make a flow law less
generally useful (Kocks, 1987).
We revisited the diffusion creep experiments of Herwegh et al. (2003) and found that both the activation energy and pre-exponential factor
evolve as a function of stress. These dependancies are attributed to the coeval activity of dislocation glide with grain boundary diffusion. It
is shown that even in domains classically interpreted to be grain size sensitive and creeping by diffusion creep (n ≈ 1), dislocation glide
may make significant contributions to the accommodation of strain. Most importantly we find that for the data to be correctly fitted, the
resultant flow law must contain knowledge of these stress dependancies because they exist even when n ≈ 1. These results may raise
questions over the assumptions of constant material parameters that are ubiquitous across the literature.
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Figure 1. Comparing new flow law fit to data and to the flow law of Herwegh et al. (2003). The small dashed line represents the fit of
Herwegh et al. (2003), while the larger dashed lines represents the new fit.
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Albania and Montenegro, hosting the transition from Dinarides in the N to Hellenides in the S, comprise some of the
seismically most active regions in Europe. Seismicity results from an interplay between NE-ward continental subduction of
the Adriatic microplate below Eurasia and oceanic subduction along the Aegean Arc. Earthquake epicentres are aligned in
rather well-defined orogen-parallel and orogen-perpendicular belts with characteristic focal mechanisms (e.g. Aliaj, 2006):
While the hinterland is mostly dominated by slab rollback-induced extensional tectonics (Burchfiel, 2008), contractional
tectonics prevail in the frontal ‘External Dinarides-Hellenides’, proving an ongoing convergence between Adria and Eurasia
(Fig.1).
Although instrumentally recorded seismicity shows a rather clear E-W delineation between extensional and contractional
domains, field observations in our per se contractionally dominated study area between Bar (Montenegro) and Bulqizë
(Albania) suggest a more complex pattern involving co-existing contraction, extension, uplift and subsidence (Fig.1). While
dry valleys are formed as a response to ongoing growth of NW-SE-striking anticlines involving deformation of sediments as
young as Serravallian, we report widespread regional-scale active normal faulting in the immediate vicinity: Most prominent
example is a NW-SE to E-W-trending normal fault scarp that can, despite minor hiatuses, be traced for c. 16 km along the
Southern Montenegrin Rumija chain. Its sheer dimensions as well as the regularity of fault striae on the undulating fault
planes strongly imply a tectonic origin of the structure. The preliminarily supposed movement rates in the range of ≤ 0.5
mm/yr (based on an LGM-conditioned estimate of the average fault offset), the occurrence of rather narrow varicoloured
horizons of consistent height along the scarp base as well as the obviously lacking record of normal faulting in instrumental
seismicity suggest the fault(s) to undergo an embryonic stage, possibly indicating the onset of a westward migration of
‘Aegean-style extension’ (sensu Burchfiel, 2008) towards the W. However, exact movement rates and the connection to
evidently seismogenic faults, e.g. the causative fault of the 1979 earthquake, and other contractional features are hitherto
unknown. We aim to overcome this shortcoming with our ongoing research, generally targeting an improved understanding
of how contraction, extension, uplift and subsidence co-exist. This includes (i) further detailed mapping and delineation of
domains affected by ‘contradictory’ tectonic styles, (ii) quantification of uplift and subsidence rates by 10Be dating of river
gravels from dry valleys on anticlines and 14C dating of organic material from shallow drill cores, as well as (iii) 36Cl dating of
exposed surfaces on the normal fault scarp in order to achieve more reliable movement rates.

Figure 1. Map of Montenegro, Northern Albania and surroundings showing earthquake focal mechanisms that indicate prevailing
extensional tectonics in the hinterland and thrust faulting along the coast. Contradicting this apparently uniform pattern, we report
significant regional-scale active extension (e.g. normal fault scarps, ‘a’) in the coastal domain, co existing with young contractional
structures (dry valleys on anticlinal ridges formed by uplift-induced redirection of rivers, ‘b’).
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Diagenesis and Stadial Analysis of Jurassic Dolomite, Case Study : Southsetifian Shelf (NE Algerian)
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The carbonate series of South-Setifian shelf provides a good example of the carbonate shelf sedimentation study in the external zones of
the Eastern Algerian Alpine Belt. It’s about deposits which by their vertical concatenation, lithology and their diagenetic evolution are
similar to those of the actual Bahamian shelf.
Detailed diagenetic analysis has allowed the distinction of many petrographic types (Fig. 1), also, it has allowed the retracement of
paleogeography and dolomitisation model of the series.

A					 B
Figure 1. A and B: Dolomite under a cold cathode microscope
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